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PREFACE 
A great deal of the information in this thesis regarding Federico 
Fellini's personal life was given to the author during a long interview 
with Mr. Mario De Vecchi, Vice-President of Astor Pictures Internation- , 
al, on December 30, 1961, in New York City. Mr. De Vecchi, a business 
associate and close personal friend of Fellini, stayed in Rome and 
assisted him throughout the filming of La Dolce Vita. In return, De 
Vecehi was given the American and Canadian distribution rights to this 
film. 
It was not possible for the author to view the three films dis-
cussed in Chapter III, Luci del Varieta and Il Bidone have not yet been 
released in the United States, and Lo Sceicco Bianco was not available. 
The handicap of having to discuss them second-hand from a few brief 
sources has resulted in a less thorough ana~ses of these films than 
is given to Fellini's other films. 
The author would like to point out that it was not through over-
sight that certain newspaper articles in the footnotes and bibliograpqy 
lack date and page number data. Individual clippings with relevant 
data were given to this writer without benefit of this information, and 
were used because of their value to the text. 
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INTRODOOTION 
Thousands upon thousands of years ago man found that he could not 
completely satisfy his human desires with just the basic necessities 
of life. Food, water, shelter and procreation were fundamental to his 
existence, but they were not the end to which man aspired. Even the 
most prilmitive of human creatures desired a means to express himself, 
his experiences, the world about him. Perhaps he wanted to leave some 
concrete work on this earth which attested to his having lived. 
Possibly he wanted. to express his gratitude to the gods for the good 
fortune he had encountered or just for the fact that he had been given 
life. Whatever the reason, he found it rewarding to take up his simple 
tools and make crude drawings on the walls of his cave. 
Art, the human ability to create things, has accompanied the 
evolution of man. As man developed, changed, increased his scope of 
awareness and abilities, so, too, has art evolved. The meaning and 
function of art has never been agreed upon. It probably never will be 
because art means many things and serves different functions for each 
man. But the story of man has illuminated at least one fact about 
arta· it is not unnecessary to human life. Although it cannot be said 
that man would cease to live without art, to contemplate such an ex-
istence is dismal. This is because art serves as a bridge between the 
refinement and blessings of humaness and the animalistic needs of mere 
existence. 
In varying degrees, all the different art forms stimulate man's 
senses, ignite his imagination, give semblance to the world, increase 
1 
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his knowledge, and show him beauty and pain and pleasure. In their 
individual ways, painting, sculpture, literature, dance, music, and 
drama have developed to effective and profound depths. But they have 
had hundreds and hundreds of years to evolve and during their evolu-
tion have retained the limitations as well as positive qualities of 
the eras through which they passed. While new generations of men have 
been born and vast new concepts of technology found, these older arts 
have been inhibited by the very nature of their forms. The twentieth 
• 
century has created a modern man blessed with tremendous technical 
knowledge and abilities. But, in a sense, these things have cursed 
him too, because they tend to reduce all of life to matters of 
scientific determinism. And science, alone, is not enough either. 
Fortunately, the twentieth century has introduced a new form of art 
whbh contains most of the elements of the older arts plus the new 
features which technology has made possible. The cinema combines 
the visual, the oral and the philosophical in a synthesis which can 
translate the world in an exciting and unique perspective. 
Films - the world of the cinema - is little more than sixty years 
old. Our parents witnessed the inception of this medium and we, our-
selves, are still observing its development. Its history is chaotic 
and full of miserable creations. As a great commercial business, it 
has consistently failed artistically. And yet, throughout its history, 
there have been individual moments and brief periods of stunning per-
formance. Men such as Sergei Eisenstein, V. I. Pudovkin, Carl Dreyer, 
Charles Chaplin, Robert Flaherty and others have brought films to new 
thresholds of great art. Just as a great book has been authored by 
1 
one man, just as a great s.ymphony has been composed by a solitary 
individual, just as a great painting is the work of a single artist, 
so too have great films been created primarily by one film maker, 
not an assembly line of contributors. 
One of the brightest eras of film making began in the aftermath 
of World War II in Italy. Collectively called •neo-realism," a new 
genre of films were created out of a turbulent, pathetic social en-
vironment. The Fascist cry of Credere, combattere, obbedirel (Believe, 
fight, Obeyl) was sharply silenced. Liberated from long years of 
war, the country was not only defeated mill tarily. Illusions and 
delusions of greatness fostered by the Fascist regime were quickly 
destroyed. Lives were torn apart by death, devastation, poverty, 
hunger, fear and a tremendous sense of loss and bewilderment. Shame 
and self-disgust at having succumbed to the Nazi lie permeated every 
level of existence. Into this world of turmoil came a new breed of 
film maker. Young and energetic, these men viewed the seething life 
of Rome, put a camera before it, and documented it on film. .About 
these films there was a concentration of white hot integrity. The 
world was moved; it responded with sympathy and even forgiveness. 
Among the best of these •neo--realist• directors was Roberto Rosselini. 
Using nonprofessional actors, shooting in the streets and alleys of 
Rome, his films burned with newly released passion. ~ City and 
Paisan brought original, stark, relentless realism to the screen. 
Working with Rosselini at this time was a young script writer, 
Federico Fellini. He approved of this new treatment of reality, but 
he saw that it wasn 1t enough. Times changed, conditions improved, 
3 
and something more than undiluted social docmnentation had to be 
added to the film. It was the time for a poet to enter. An artist 
was needed to shape and interpret this reality and give it indivi-
dual and personal meaning. 
Of' all the directors to emerge from the golden era of nneo-
realism, • the one who has brought films to their highest level of 
artistry is Federico Fellini. He endures because he did not consider 
classic "nee-realism• as an end, but as the beginning. 
Fellini took this new art for.m and endowed it with original ex-
pression. He took aspects of the world and shaped them in a uniquely 
personal way, but gave it back as art which could be universally ap-
preciated. Films are Fellini1s whole life. They are not merely his 
profession, his means for financial success. Fellini's films are 
not only the end result of hard work: they are a culmination of his 
life 1 s experiences, his convictions, his desires and dreams. They 
are an extension of the man himself. 
Because the man am his films are so intimately bound together, 
this is the viewpoint by which his work will be explored throughout 
this thesis. After a discussion of Fellini's biographical experiences 
and his personal characteristics, the author will discuss and analyze 
each of his films. The manner of analysis will stress the constant 
presence of his life's experiences on the subject matter of his films. 
Fina~, the author will offer a personal evaluation of the films 
which have been created by this man and their importance to the art 
of the cinema. 
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The man who drew bison on the caves of Altamira and Fellini• who 
directed a film about Raman decadence, are not so ver.y different. 
It seems that both men wanted to reveal their inner feelings, to 
share them with other individuals, to conmunicate in a meaningful way. 
Both men realized that mere pqysical existence was not enough to justi-
fy their being. Only the means they employed to express themselves 
are different. Fellini is a contemporary man. He strives to communi-
cate to the men of his age. Yet the films he creates will endure. 
The basic situations he employs, the emotions he evokes, the sympathy 
he creates, the imagination he stirs, the senses he stimulates--these 
are universal and timeless. These are the devices of an artist. But 
to know them intimately and how to use them--this is the province of 
a wise man. 
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CHAPTER I 
.FELLIN!: A BIOORAPHICAL STATEMENT 
Federico Fellini has often confessed that all of his films arise 
from autobiographical experiences, that his major capital is his 
memory into which he constantly seeks fruit for his cinematic en-
deavors. The setting of his birth and early years was the small town 
of Rimini in the region of Romagna along the upper Adriatic coast of 
Italy. The son of a businessman, he was born on January 20, 1920. 
The family of Urbino and Ida Fellini included two boys, Federico and 
Riccardo, who was later to act in his brother's film, I Vitelloni, 
and one girl, Maddalena. Although he read a great deal during his 
youth, he showed no particular aptitudes. For a time he was sent to 
a Roman Catholic boarding school in the neighboring town of Fano. He 
was a restless youth, bored with the narrow, stultifying provincial-
ism of his town. He longed to escape into a wider 1 more exciting 
world. During these early years he enjoyed taking long, solitary 
walks 1 wandering through the countryside near his town and always 
choosing the longest possible route to school. At the age of twelve, 
he made his first escape and ran away to join a circus. This ex-
perience made a profound impression on him and would be recalled m~ 
years later in La Strada. He was returned to his distraught parents 
and remained in Rimini until he was graduated from high school in 
193S.1 
1
-Federico Fellini," Current Biography, XVIII, No. 6 (June, 
19S7), P• 33. 
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After a brief period of study at the University of Bologna and 
the University of Rome, where he majored in jurisprudence, he went 
to Florence where he worked on a magazine as a proofreader and cari-
caturist. He soon left Florence and went to the capital. Cold, 
cosmopolitan Rome made a lasting first impression on the sixteen-
year-old Fellini. It was not easy to find employment and he accepted 
whatever part-time jobs he could get, often working late at night. 
Lonely, alone in the big city, he usually could not afford to stay 
in a hotel or to eat properly. The immoral temptations and gay Boham-
i~ life shocked him, and he vowed one day to document his experiences 
in this ominous and sinister environment. The empty, desolate piazzas 
at night would become a recurring motif in his films. 2 For a time he 
worked as a caricaturist in restaurants where he would sketch patrons. 
He submitted some of his cartoons to a well-know.n weekly magazine, 
Marc • Aurelio and was offered a job by the publisher as a script adi-
tor.3 Fellini liked the idea of becoming a newspaper.man--a job which 
HollJwood films glamourized many times. He admired the coats they wore 
and the way their hat were tilted on the back of their heads. But the 
jobs he got on newspapers were far less glamourous. As a cub reporter 1 
he was sent to hospitals and police stations to get the obvious news.4 
For awhile he wrote a lovelorn column and took seriously the job of 
2Gidaon Bachmann, "Federico Fallinia An Interview, u Film Book I: 
The Audience and the Filmmaker 1 ad. Robart Hughs (New York: Grove 
Press, 1959), PP• 91-99. 
3current Biograpq, p. .34. 
4Bacbmann, Film Book I, p. 98. 
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advising people about their emotional problems. 
Tempted by the attractions of show business, Fellini joined a 
musical show run by Aldo Fabrizi, who Rosselini introduced to the 
world as the priest in Open City. The show toured the country per.f'orm-
ing in small towns along the way. His fellow vaudevillians were not 
elite show people; they were poor,unsuccessful gypsies who did not 
have much status in the entertainment world and had to be content 
with one-night stands. But Fellini had great sympathy for these 
people who, in their ow way, tried valiantly to make their way in 
the world. This two year interlude was later to be thought of as one 
of the richest in his life, one full of experiences from which he 
still draws.5 
In Rome again, he drifted into radio work. He attracted a cer-
tain amount of attention by creating an Italian soap opera program 
about a Blondie and Dagwood-type couple named Cico and Pallina. 
Deciding to portray the character of Cico himself', he began to search 
for an actress to play his female counterpart. A picture of an 
attractive actress in a magazine caught his eye and he offered her 
the part. Giulietta Masina accepted the role of his radio-wife in 
August of 1943, and in October of that year, she became his real wife. 6 
During his early years in Rome, Fellini met a lot of people in 
; 
cafes who were preparing scripts and scenarios for movies. He found 
that he could often help them With a needed idea or joke. By 1940, 
5Bachmann, Film Book I, p. 98. 
6current Biograp.hy, p. 34. 
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he had completed his first original screenplay which he sold to Aldo 
Fabrizi. ivanti C~e Posto (Please Move To The Rear) was a comedy 
about the trials of a bus conductor. It was directed by Bonnard, a 
fomer matinee idol whose fame had diminished resulting in his becom-
ing a director. Fellini continued to write scripts, mostly comedies 
in a pathetic vein, and they were produced until the war forced movie 
production to a standstill.7 
Fellini doesn 1 t like to talk about the war years. Italy was al-
ready losing the war by the time he reached draft age, and he managed 
to avoid serving in the war by pleading and proving temporary ill 
health.8 He says that during the Fascist era Italy was enclosed in 
a prison of utter falsity. For twenty years the Fascist lie made the 
people believe that they were the most beautiful and perfect in the 
world. Therefore when the dictatorship was overthrown, the "neo-
realist• film makers succeeded by looking freely around, discovering 
what the country was really like, and moving the world by showing a 
reality that was so extraordinary in itself that it didn't need ar-
tistic enhancement. 9 
The liberation of Rome in June of 1944 brought with it still 
another business venture for Fellini. With a number of fellow cartoon-
ists, he established what they called Funny Face Shops. Here Allied 
1 Bachmann, Film Book I, pp. 98-99 • 
. 8Robert Neville, •Poet Director of The Sweet Life," New York 
Times Magazine, (May 14, 1961), P• 86. 
9Enzo Peri, -Federico Fellini: An Interview," Film QuarterJ.y, 
XV, No. 1 (Fall, 1961), P• 31. 
T 
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soldiers could have quick portraits done to send home to their fami-
lies. One ~ a visitor to Fellini 1s shop turned out to be Roberto 
Rosselini and the two men talked for a long while. The result was a 
collaboration which lasted for eight years. Rosselini asked Fellini 
to work with Sergio Amidei on a script which would be a document of 
the Nazi occupation. gpen City was a 1vituperative assault against 
the Nazis, and even more, against the despicable Italians who had been 
their allies. Even more impressive, however, were the scenes which 
showed the leaderless unity of all kinds of Italians, Catholic priests, 
as well as communist partisans, who worked together in a bond of canmon 
interest and found a way to act on behalf of right. The film excelled 
in an extraordinar.y, honest, unsentimental kind of reality that was 
devoid of self-pity. Rather than the justification of a people who 
had succumbed to fascism, it described the shame and torment of their 
national disgraca.10 Qpen City was a world-wide success. Besides 
giving Rosselini international recognition, this film is usually con• 
sidered to be the first of the Italian films which were to be called 
•neo-realistic.• 
.A. year later Fellini collaborated with other writers on another 
Rosselini film, Paisan. Consisting of six episodes, it told the story 
of the American and British Armies• progress from Sicily up the coast 
of Italy. Individually and collectively the episodes showed these 
two cultures, the Anglo-American and the Italian, as two peoples 
lOpaul Rotha and Richard Griffith, The Film Till Now, (New York: 
Funk and Wagnalls Co., 1952), PP• 595-596. 
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united in aim against a common e1181q' 1 but too separate in too many ways 
to discover their common humanity.11 
Again, in Paisan, stark realisa was revealed as the line between 
documentary and fiction disappeared, and ordinary people enacted ex-
periences which, more than acting, was reliving actuality. This film 
was even a greater success than QPen City and both of them won maqy 
tributes throughout the world. Fellini states that with Paisan he 
fell in love with the cinema. •I saw that the movies allowed me to 
give life to the world of fantasy I had always dreamed of; that they 
allowed me the give and take that creates the on~ stabili.ty in life.•12 
During the next year, Fellini and Rosselini created The Miracle, 
part of a trilogy anti tled The Ways of Love. The story concerned an 
idiot woman, who in an exalted experience of religious emotion, be-
lieves that she has conceived the Christ child immaculately. Regarded 
as mad, she is cast out by cruel neighbors and goes to an empty. church 
where hEr child is born. Starring Anna Magnani, the film introduced 
Fellini in his first and on~ acting role. The most controversial 
of Rosselini 1s films, it was banned as •sacreligious• in the state of 
New York in February of 1951. However, this decision was reversed by 
the Supreme Court on May 26, 1952. Though less successful than his 
other films, The Miracle won the 1950 New York Film Critics• Award as 
the best foreign film of the year, just as Paisan and 9>en City bad 
won them in the two preceeding years.13 
11Ibid., PP• 597-599. 
12sandra Goressio, "Fellini on .Films: The Magic Art, n Show 
Business Illustrated, I (November, 1961), p. 38. ----
13current Bios:raphv~ p. 32. 
11 
Besides his collaboration with Rosselini during these years, 
Fellini was working with other writers and directors. With Pietro 
Germi, he wrote the screenplays for In Nome Della Legge, The Road 
To Hope, and La Citta Si Defende. With Alberto Lattuada, he scripted 
Il Mulino del R> and Senza Pieta, which was directed by Lattuada. 
This last film told the touching story of a homeless girl and an Ameri-
can Negro soldier trying to find some sort of pattern for existence 
in post-war Italy. Fellini also wrote Francisco Guillare di Dio, 
The Crime of Giovanni Episcopo, Europa 51 and Il Campo dei Fiori.l4 
In 1950, a new phase of Fellini's career began when he co-direct-
ed Luci dei Variet~, (Lights of Variety) with Alberto Lattuada. Both 
men had written the script which dealt with the members of a travel-
ing vaudeville troupe. 
The next years witnessed Fellini's first independent directorial 
venture in 1952. Lo Sceicco Bianco (The White Shiek) was a comic 
satire on the cult of hero worship of Italian comic strip characters. 
His next film, I Vitelloni, (19.53) was the stor,y of a group of 
wastrels living in a small town and having no purpose in life. More 
than the first two, this film was hailed as a minor masterpiece. 
La Strada, in 1954, starred Giulietta Masina as a pitiable, 
tormented girl who is owned by a brutal circus performer. Gelosimina, 
the little clown, captured the hearts of the world and Fellini 1 s 
importance as a director was acknowledged. 
The next film he directed, Il Bidone (The Swindler), in 1955, 
. 14current Biography, p. 34. 
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related the adventures of a group of petty~es and confidence men. 
It was not as successful as the previous two. 
Le Notti di Cabiria explored the sad world of Rome's prostitutes 
and again reached a great height of artistry. Miss Masina as Cabiria 
brought deep understanding to the role and was lauded throughout the 
world for her portr~al. 
If Fellini had not yet acquired widespread fame among average 
moviegoers on this side of the Atlantic, La Dolce Vita accomplished 
this almost immediately when it was released here in the spring of 
1961. Europe was still rocking with controversy from its impact, 
and the United States is still digesting, discussing, decrying, de-
nouncing and approving, appreciating, adoring and applauding it. 
In 1961, Fellini directed a twenty-minute episode, •The Tempta-
tiona of Dr. Antonio" for a sortr~of anthology entitled Boccacio 70. 
Other episodes in the film were directed by some of Italy's finest 
filmakers including Lucino Visconti, Mario Moncelli, and Vittorio De 
Sica. 
Fellini is presently working on a new film which he has not yet 
titled. He merely calls it •Project 8iH referring to the fact that 
he has made 7i films previously. Although not eager to discuss it, 
he has revealed the general idea. "It will be an attempt to study 
what the little girl says with her eni~atic smile to Marcello at 
15 
the end of La Dolce Vita.• 
l5Peri, Film Quarter~, P• 33. 
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CHAPTER ll 
FELLINI, THE MAN AND THE DIRECTOR 
A man is more than the total of experiences which document his 
history. To know him, one must go deeper and find the effects of 
these experiences which highlight his lite, as well as the character 
which has evolved from them and from the unknown, unheralded process-
es of day-to-day living. 
Federico Fellini has been called a poet, a fraud, a genius, a 
monster, a wizard, a heretic, a masochist, a visionary, an 'expression-
ist, a catholic, a wastrel, a surrealist, an athiest, an artist, a 
mystic, a prophet, a realist and a protestant. As a human being with 
the paradoxes and contradictions inherent in humaness, he is not one 
of these things, he is probabl7 all of them and more. As an individu-
al and artist, he cannot be labeled and filed. One can on~ describe 
some of the traits, beliefs, experiences and actions which have been 
revealed, explicitly or implicitl71 in order to gain a deeper under-
standing of the man. 
Fellini is described as a large man whose relativelY young age 
(he was 42 in 1962) seems understated when considering his accomplish-
ments. His thick dark hair is beginning to streak with grey and his 
brown eyes are said to be gentle. His hands constant~ augment his 
16 lt'()rds in broad expressive gestures. 
~George Bluestone, •An Interview With Federico Fellini,• 
Film Culture, III, No. 3 (October, 1957), P• 3. 
Fellini describes himself not as an intellectual, but a minstrel, 
an exhibitionist. He wants to tell stories of himself, his memories, 
ideas, desires, sensations. A French critic, Jean-Marie Daillet 
wrote: 
Fellini speaks little, but he is cordial; he is 
introspective, but not narcissistic; his tempera-
ment is ultra-sensitive, but not disturbed. He 
does not ask himself about the future of what 
critics call Fellinism. Images and ideas acc'W!lu-
. late in him and empty into his films and all that 1 interests him is the evolution of one to the other. 7 
Fellini is said to be a kind and soft-spoken individual in his 
private life. He is not a night club-goer. He plays no sports, has 
no hobbies, and abhors social functions. His fondest recreation is 
a long dinner with his wife and a few intimate friends. During this 
•three-or-four-hour vacation,• as he calls it, he indulges in practi-
cal jokes and stretching the truth far beyond the limits of reality. 
A.t night he sleeps restless~, five or six hours full of incubi, 
nightmares, often of the scenes which he is working on in his films. 
Hating to be alo~ at night, he finds pleasure in speeding along the 
Roman countryside or the coastline with a close friend. to whom he can 
confide his ideas and plans. His automobile, in fact, is a major 
location for much of his planning and he has been interviewed more 
than once while driving along the Via Veneto at high noon.18 
l7Bluestone, Film Culture, P• 3. 
l8•Federico Fellini A.s Provocative As La Dolce Vita," Press 
Release, Bill Doll Co., New York City, 1961. 
I 
Fellini lives quietly with his wife in the Paroli section of 
Rome. He believes in his marriage and has great admiration for his 
wife's talents. Although they have worked together on many films, 
their roles as man and wife do not conflict with those of director 
and actress because they do not talk about the picture when they are 
off the set.19 
Fellini seems to be a combination of the simple dreamer and the 
hardened vagabond. He believes that the greatest human quality is 
love of one's fellow and the greatest sin, egoism. He once expressed 
the desire to know both St. Francis and Satan. In all the world he 
most admires Roberto Rosselini, Jacques Tati, and Charlie Chaplin. 
20 From these men, he feels, he has learned a great deal. 
Although it is a hot~ debated issue, Fellini is considered to 
be a deeply religious man. He believes that religion is sacred and 
resents some of the uses to which people put it. He has many close 
friends among the clergy, including Father Arpa, a noted theologian, 
and Cardinal Siri of Genoa. 21 Fellini says that the reason for his 
always including elements of religion in his films is because they 
are a part of the sensations which he wishes to describe. Images and 
thoughts from a period in his youth when he attended a Roman Catholic 
school are still alive in his mind. Fellini feels that everyone feels 
religious presence both comforting and threatening. 
19Bluestone, Film Culture, P• 17. 
20rnterview with Mario De Vecchi, Vice-President Astor Pictures 
International, December 30, 1961. 
21Ibid. 
-
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We Italians have difficulty explaining it. We are 
more attracted by the imaginative and visual as-
pect of religion than by the moral-ethical one. I 
myself am very much under the spell of visual es-
thetic values. That is wey I am also fascinated, 
perhaps most of all, by external forms of religion. 
For myself, I can only say that I could be defined 
as a Catholic who f~els somewhat the oppressive 
nature of religion. 2 
Because Fellini is essentiallf a lone~ man in many respects, a 
man constant:cy seeking to understand and be understood, his one credo 
above all others is the problem of communication among people. The 
greatness of the man is that he trys always to be in contact with 
people. He discusses things with everybody: cab drivers, grocers, 
typists, maids. He is highly sensitive, not to criticism, but to 
sorrow, pain, the problems of others. It might be said that he is 
not a happy man, nor ever can he be, completely. He is still search-
ing for things; he is too concerned with everything he does. His 
pleasure is to make others happy. He cannot say •no.•23 
Felli.ni first began to work in films with Rosselini during the 
renaissance of Italian films called •neo-realism• following World War 
II. Although many people deny that Fellini 1s films are in the lbeo-
realist• style, he believes that they are. The difference is in the 
definition of •neo-realism.• After the war, conditions were such that 
themes were ready made. Problems of survival, peace and reconstruction 
were immediate, topical, and brutal. They were the direct outgrowth 
2~oressio, Show Business Illustrated, p. 39. 
23rnterview with De Vecchi. 
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of social issues, problems, and tragedies bequeathed to this defeated 
country by war and the Fascist regime. 24 The world around them was 
so extraordinary that film directors could not resist just watching 
and photographing it with astonished virgin eyes. 25 But this was just 
the beginning. •Neo-realism• should not be considered just a social 
matter. This is too narrow a definition. To Fellini, "neo-realism• 
is a way of seeing reality without prejudice. After the war, ItalY 
was in ruins and everything could be said by just looking around. But 
certain political groups capitalized on this inadvertent one-_ . <'-
sidedness. To show just the things around one is of no artistic value. 
It is vital to know ~ is seeing the reality and how he has been able 
to extract the essence of it. Films should not merely show reality 
through a cold, objective eye--merely viewing life on the sidewalk 
could result in the same kind of experience. •For me,• Fellini states, 
•neo-realism means looking at reality, but also spiritual reality, 
metaphysical reality, anything man has inside him.•26 By this he 
means anything that has reality for the director. Thus, a film is 
reallY two steps removed from naturea the director's personal view 
ot it and his interpretation of that view. 27 
24sluestone, Film Culture, P• 21. 
25Peri, Film Quarterly, P• 33. 
26aachmann, Film Book I, p. 100. 
27~. 
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The essence of Fellini 1s philoapphy of •neo-realism• is that it 
is not a question of ~ you show, but the real spirit lies in how 
you show it. Social reality is on~ one kind of reality, not reality 
all-inclusive. It cannot show all of reality and, therefore, is 
selective as to what it shows. By showing only certain aspects of a 
situation, the film becomes propaganda. Fellini maintains that his 
films are in the vein of real •neo-realism• by simply telling the 
story of some people and in doing so, revealing same truth. 28 •Neo-
realism• is dead tod~ as a movement which bore the stamp of realit,y 
as an exclusive object of interest. Today interest is drawn to man 
himself--his metaphysical, psychological and total structure.•29 
Fellini grew unsatisfied with literal reality and therefore added 
the poet, the artist, to give that reality a new vision.30 
Fellini came to realize the value of films as a concrete ex-
pression of artistic value during his years with Rosselin!. Although 
Fellini says that the technique he Ul!leS today is strictly his own, 
he admits that he owes a great deal of his human and artistic experi-
ence to Rosselini. He has great respect for the man as an individual 
and as an artist. He says that he expects great and important work 
to come from Rosselini because he never allows himself to become trap-
ped by a formula: he is always searching, always growing)l Despite 
28Ibid., Bachmann, P• 100. 
29Peri, Film Quarterly, p. 32. 
JOibid. 
J~luestone, FillJl Culture, P• 4. 
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his appreciation of Rosselini, Fellini does not recognize him as the 
father of his art. To him, his one master has been life, since films 
must derive from life and not vica-versa.32 
Fellini has said, "My films are my life." And indeed, they are 
very pe:sonal expressions. They are based on i.."Tlpressions which have 
had a profound influence on him. He reiterates his preoc¢upation 
with man 1s situation of loneliness in today's world. Although he 
doesn't strive consciously to intrust a message to his films, he says 
that if there is one, it is •the message of man who is trying to under-
stand how this alienation of man has ever taken place ••• the difficul-
ty of any rapport, the always increasing separation of the individual 
33 from the community.• 
The film is the most congenial form of art to Fellini. While 
the composer, novelist, or painter must detach himself from life in 
order to create, the film maker can remain in the stream of life 
while expressing himself. He considers it the way to portray modern 
man. It is the way to translate his world of fantasy into a language 
which spectators can understand. In his life, the circus moves him 
quite irrationally, therefore, all of his films have something in them 
reminiscent of the circus. For him movies are a magic art through 
which he can cast a spell on the spectators and capture them for argu-
menta which are dear to him. 
32Peri, Film Quarter1y, P• 32. 
33 
Goressio, Show Business Illustrated, p. 34. 
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In speaking of his motives for film making, more than the auto-
biographical motive, he says: 
Above all, there is the motive of the •awakening,• 
which can come to human beings in a state of spirit-
ual paralysis. Like my characters, I myself, at 
the moment of awakening desire to remain in this 
state of inertia. It is as if there were a knock 
on my door and I refused to open it, knowing full 
well that sooner or later I would have no other 
choice. Basically, I ~still a Vitelloni and will 
remain one all my life. 
Fellini never ends his pictures with a simple, happy ending. 
He feels it is immoral to present a story which as a conclusion be-
cause life presents no •solution.• It goes on and on. Better to 
tell a story and le.t the individual spectator find his own solution. 
"By giving happy endings to films, you goad your audience into going 
on living in a trite, bland manner, because they are now sure that 
sometime, somewhere, something happy is going to happen to them, too.n35 
A Fellini film is exactly that: from the moment it is a seed of 
an idea to its completion, he is with it, part of it. It is said that 
he creates, writes, directs, casts and edits it. His films begin with 
a personal experience, some feeling which moves him, a character or 
problem in which he is inte~ested. He cannot direct any script; he 
must search out same inner reality of something which he knows. He 
does not depend on a literary text. When he begins to work on a set, 
an accidental gesture or expression of an actor may cause him to shoot 
the scene in an entire~ different way from the original plan. He is 
34Federico Fellini, "A Personal Statement,• Film, No. 11, 
(January/February, 1957), P• 9. -
35Baclnnann, Film Book I, PP• 100-101. 
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a master of detail; when there is snow present, it is really snow. 
La Dolce Vita was based on actual happenings at locations where they 
occurred. The scene of the religious miracle took place at a spot 
where a religious miracle was supposed to have occurred. He had ab-
stract painters take the parts of abstract painters; aristocrats 
pl~ed aristocrats. For mob scenes, he hired people who love mob 
scenes: three hundred Roman cab drivers· were hired for one scene. 36 
A Fellini production always begins on Sunday even if they work 
only an hour or two because Fellini is superstitious and he believes 
that this brings him luck. When he enters the set, he is respected 
as one who came up through the ranks. He is greeted, "Buon Giorno, 
Maestro." His crew know and understand him well. They are great pals 
of his; he has used the same group before. He knows them all by name. 
He creates a family and they love to work with him. 37 
••• here we still maintain the atmosphere of the 
craftsman and his disciples. It may be a left-
over of the Middle Ages, but it is colorful and 
useful for the close cooporation necessar,y in 
producing a work of art.~ 
Besides his capacit,y for the more esthetic aspects of film making, 
Fellini is one-hundred per cent tecbnician. He is before the camera, 
behind the camera, beside the camera. In a w~ he is highly unortho-
dox when directing for he allows ma.ny people to surround him, to ob-
serve his work. He allows students from all over the world to view 
his techniques while he is shooting. He is always willing to discuss 
36rnterview with De Vecchi. 
37Peri, Film Quarter!y, p. 33. 
38Ibid. 
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things with them; he is in contact even during the critical shooting 
of his film. He never gets angr,y u:cept on purpose when he is trying 
to make a point. Afterwards, he is the first to make a joke of it. 39 
Fellini tries to shape the role to fit the actor he has chosen 
for the part. He allows the protagonist freedom to associate his role 
with his inner feelings. Fellini sqs, •I immediately try to capti-
vate him, to gain his confidence, to put him at ease. With my actor, 
I must share my basket lunch, I must talk women, I must become his 
friend • .4° 
Because he doesn't want actors, but people who are part of the 
story, he rare~ uses top stars. He prefers to use the salaries 
which they would demand for other expenditures on his films. To 
Fellini, the most unpleasant job of film making is selecting the ac-
tors. For La Dolce Vita, he claims to have interviewed 10,000 actors 
and traveled throughout Italy and Europe to find exactly the right 
types.41 
en a Fellini film, there are no rehearsals. Everything is impro-
vization. He feels that by studying a role in advance an actor loses 
some of the spontaneity. He prefers to tell them what they are going 
to do right before they have to do it~ His own histrionic abilities 
are said to be tremendous, and it is believed that he could have been 
39Interview with De Vecchi. 
40Goressio, Show Business Illustrated, p. 37. 
41Neville, New York Times Magazine, p. 86. 
42-rederico Fellini As Provocative as La Dolce Vita,• Press 
Release. 
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a great actor. He hurls insults, blandishments, and jokes at his 
actors as he prods them into what he calls •the portr~al of truth.• 
The music in his films often emphasizes the trumpet and the or-
gan because he believes these two instruments are the saddest and 
speak to the people more than do the others. 
When the shooting of the picture is finished, the hardest job 
begins--editing. Fellini says a 
••• But I cut all my own films. Cutting is one of the 
most emotional aspects of film making. It is the most 
exciting thing to see the picture begin to breathe; it 
is like watching your child grow up. The rhytlml is 
not yet well identified, the sequence not established. 
But I never reshoot ••• The most important thing is to see 
to it that the picture is alive. This is the most re-
warding thing in making films: when the picture begins 
to live. And I never go back to look at what I already 
have done. I edit the whole film right through. When 
it is finished and I go into the projection roan to see 
it for the first time, I like to be alone. I can't ex-
press exactly what happens. I look at the picture; 
the picture looks at me. A lot of things happen. 
Some ideas are born; some die. Later I begin to 'clean' 
the picture. In Italy we do not use the sound we shoot 
on location, but redo the whole track in the studio. 
But the first answer print still has the location 
sound on it. Once that is removed, something happens 
again. The answer print still has . the flavor of the 
adventure of making the film--a train that passed, 
a baby that cried, a window that opened. I remember 
the people who were with me on location. I remember 
the trip. I would like to retain these memories. 
Once they put the clean, new track on it, its like 
a father seeing his little girl wearing lipstick for 
the first time. You have to get to know this new 
creature who is emerging; you have to try to like it. 
Then when you add the music, again something is added 
and something is lost. Ever,y time you see it again, 
there is sane new feeling. When it is completely 
finished, you have lost the objective point of view.43 
4Jaachmann, Film Book I, pp. 103-104. 
! 
Fellini says that he makes his films in a very personal way. 
I make movies in the same way that I talk to people, 
whether its a friend, a girl, a priest or anyone: 
to seek some clarification. That is what realism 
means to me, in the original, pure sense. A search 
into oneself and others. In any direction, in any 
direction in which there is life. All the formal 
philosophy you could possiblY apply to my work is 
that there is no formal philosophy. In film making, 
as in living, you must take the experiences which 
life presents, those which apply to yourselves and 
others. Except that in film making only the abso-
lute truth will work. In life I may be a swindler 
or crook, but that wouldn't work in a film. A man's 
film is like a naked man--not~ can be hidden. 
I must be truthful in rrry films. 
44 • rk r:' 
· ~., Bachmann, pp. 1~-10~. 
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C HAPl'ER III 
FELLINI'S EARLY WORKS: LUCI DEL VARIETA, 
LO SCEICCO BIANCO AND IL BIDONE 
Alberto Lattuada and Fellini co-authored and shared directorial 
credit for Luci del Varieta (Lights of Variety) which was made in 1949. 
The story concerned a small group of country vaudevillians led by a 
provincial impressario, Checco Dalmonte. Liliana, an unsympathetic 
young performer, aspires to cit.y stardom while Checco 1s faithful 
mistress, Melina, played by aulietta Masina, patiently longs for his 
retirement and the time when they can open a country store. The film's 
settings are the rural parts of Italy and a small town music hall. At 
times the action is brought to a halt for representative acts. Although 
the film has not yet been released in this country, those who have 
viewed it laud Luci del Varieta as more than a routine first-effort. 
Many of Fellini 1 s trademarks alreaey appear in it: the individual 
who is solitary and forced to realize the fundamental ridiculousness 
of his existence; the patient woman who is an eternal agent of con-
science; the provincial youths who cheer at even the most sordid of 
spectacle. It is said that there is more hope here than in most of 
Fellini's films: at the end, Liliana goes off to Milan to achieve 
stardom and the other players return to their country life.45 
Fellini has great feeling for the people in show business. But 
the members of that profession whom he chooses to portray explode the 
45navid Stewart Hull, "Luci del Varieta," Film Quarter~, XV, 
No. 1 (Fall, 1961), P• 48. 
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myth of show business glamour and luxury • Like many of his people, 
they dwell on the fringe of life, in the most pathetic quarter of 
their profession. They are the.lowest paid, the hardest working, 
the least renowned people in their business. Their lives are diffi• 
cult, their rewards sparse. Wanderers, without roots, their lives are 
a constant test of endurance with their ability to perform the measur-
ing stick. Fellini views them as human beings, with compassion and 
understanding. He treats them sympathetically and respects their 
unique inter-group loyalties. Doubtlessly fostered by his years 
traveling with similar troups, Fellini used this biographical ex-
perience as the framework of his first film. 
Lo Sceicco Bianco (The White Shiek), a satire, was Fellini 1 s 
first effort to direct a film independently. Inspired by the dream 
world created by the Italian craze for 11Fumetti" (super-romantic 
magazines of comic book quality), the film. starred Brunella Bova. 
Brunella, a provincial lass, simply worships the hero of one comic 
strip, the White Shiek. She writes him numerous fan letters, and 
he answers her glibly saying that if she is ever in Rome to look him 
up. When Brunella marries a small town lad, they go to Rome for a 
honeymoon so that she can meet his large, influential family. Once 
in their Roman hotel room, Brunella pretends to take a bath, t~ 
on the faucet, and quickly sneaks out the bathroom window to find 
her shiek. Instead of his wife 1 the poor groom f'inds a flooded 
bathroan, and a frantic search begins. The bride, meantime, has 
found her shiek who is a roug and baa followed him to the location 
where they are shooting fumetti. The distraught groom, his family 1 
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the police, hotel workers, etc., are led a hilarious chase in search 
of the wayward bride.46 
Compassion and wit are intermingled in this satirical view of 
certain aspects of Italian life. Released in this country four years 
after its creation, the film enjoyed moderate, but unspectacular success 
commercial~. Archer Winsten, critic for The New York Post, was quite 
favorably disposed toward it. -For here is a film that reminds you 
of Chaplin and Preston Sturges, not a major comic work, but clearly 
the effort of a genius • .47 It is obvious that many of Fellini's ex-
periences as a lovelorn columnist and cartoonist provided the inspir-
ation for this film. 
Il Bidone (The Swindler) is not actual~ one of Fellini's ear~ 
works, chronologically. It followed Fellini's next two films, I Vi-
telloni and La Strada, ijut artistically, it is generally considered 
inferior to them. It was not a critical success in Italy and has 
not yet been released in the United States. Il Bidone follows the 
lives of the vitelloni (wastrels) into middle age and their drifting 
into petty crime. The swindlers are three: Augusto, an older man, 
is full of self-disgust, withdrawn and weary; Picasso is an immature 
would-be painter; and Roberto is an opportunist, sensual, but in-
escapably second-rate. Picasso is constant~ pressed by his faithful 
wife to give up this kind of life. 
46Interview with De Vecchi. 
47•The White Shiek,• Contempora;r Films Catalog, New York City, 
(1961), p. 17. 
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These swindlers are professional con~en and they exist by pl~­
ing elaborate, ingenious and heartless tricks on the poor and credu-
lous. Disguised as priests, they spin preposterous yarns of buried 
treasures and never fail to deceive the simple peasants. Greed and 
hopefulness eliminate suspicion and the rogues drive off With ransom 
money as they scatter blessings to the populous. Masquerading as civil 
servants, they claim to represent the town council and collect de-
posits from the poverty stricken for nonexistent tenements.48 
Of the three, Augusto desires most to make "the big time" crime-
wise. During a wild New Year 1 s Eve orgy thrown by a friend of 
Augusto, one sees that he will never make it. Toward the end, 
Augusto's discontent increases. It is not mere~ disillusionment with 
this way of life, but his inability to make good at it. After he is 
released from jail, he takes up with a new gang. The seed of his 
conversion is sown when a cripple kisses his hand after another 
episode in which they pose as priests with buried treasure. Driving 
away with his companions, he declares that he has refused the money 
because of his conscience (actual~, he on~ wishes he'd refused it). 
Discovering this deception, his companions stone him and leave him 
to die by the side of the road. All night long his purification con-
tinues and just as he dies in the morning, absolution is granted.49 
In Il Bidone, Fellini scans another group of individuals living 
on the fringe of their profession: petty criminals who cannot even 
48nerek Prouse, "Il Bidone,• Sight and Sound, XXVI, No. 3, 
(Winter, 1956-51), P• 153. 
49Ibid., Prouse, 1$3. 
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make good at crime. It seems that there is a dichotomy here: one 
law for the bad and another for the good. However, while greed, 
lust and perversity are scrutinized, good still remains an abstraction.SO 
Familiar trademarks are again witnessed in this film: the 
faithful wife who sees much but turns the blind eye of love; the country 
roads where so much of Fellini 1s action takes place; the provincial 
towns and their inhabitants; the overhectic gaiety of the orgy and 
the sour after-taste in the early morning which follows. 
Giulietta Masina portrayed Picasso's wife and is credited with 
a perfor-mance of depth which is due more to her olever acting than 
the script conception. Broderick Crawford and Richard Basehart, 
American actors, portrayed Augusto and Picasso, but their performances 
were inhibited by rather poor Italian dubbing. One English critic 
said: nLess successful than I Vitelloni, Il Bidone is still the 
work of a sharp and fascinating talent: how one would enjoy such 
entertaining malice brought to bear on our own urban scene.•Sl 
so!bid. 
S1Ibid., 154. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FElLIN! AND I VITELLONI 
I Vitelloni (The Wastrels) was Fellini's second major film and 
possiblY the most autobiographical of all his works. Set in a small 
town which could easily be Rimini, the film is a subtle and percep-
tive observation of lost youth in modern Italy. Too young to have 
fought in the war, the protagonists were old enough to have suffered 
its consequences and are trapped in a wasteland of their own devis-
. 52 
J.ng. 
Superimposed over the titles of Vitelloni are several young men, 
arms linked, singing and skipping along the still-wet pavement of a 
barren piazza in the empty night of a small Italian tow.n. The "boys• 
are really young men in their mid-and-late-twenties. Chosen to re-
present the modern generation of wastrels, they are carefully dif-
ferentiated. Fausto is the handso.me, "animalistic" male, not really 
bad, but incapable of fidelity. Leopolda is the intellectual of the 
group, the would-be writer who hungers for the glamourous world of 
artists. Alberto is foolish, outwardly gregarious, inwardly weak and 
unable to understand his meaningless existence. Moraldo is the sensi-
tive one, hungering for escape, returning again and again to the 
idealistic dreams of childhood to justifY his existence.53 
The first setting of the film is a large, chaotic party in an 
outdoor nightclub during which the gala evening is climaxed by the 
52-Eugene Archer, "Vitelloni," Film Culture, II, No. 4 (1956), p. 24 
53Ibid. 
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crowmigg of ~ss Siren.• Just as the award is being made, a terrific 
rainstorm crashes into the event and ever,yone rushes inside for shelter. 
Amidst the confusion, -Miss Siren• faints dead away and a doctor is 
called to treat her. UnfortunatelY, the doctor has to inform BMiss 
Siren•s• mother that the girl is pregnant. 
Not far<aw81', Fausto is hastily packing a suitcase and planning 
to leave for Milan where he can get a good job. Moraldo comes in and 
tells Fausto that his sister, Sandra, is pregnant with Fausto 1 s baby. 
Although Fausto still wants to go away, his father overhears the con-
versation and forbids Fausto to leave. The father demands that he 
act like a man and marry the girl. 
The wedding is lovelY• Ever,yone cr,ys and laughs with joy, throws 
rice at them, and accompanies the newlyweds to the train as they leave 
for their honeymoon. Later that night, Moraldo, the youngest of the 
vitelloni, is seen walking along the darkened streets alone. He meets 
a young boy, poorly dressed, who is going to a night job. They talk 
and Moraldo offers him a cigarette, but he finds that he doesn't have 
any--even in this small act he is frustrated. He asks the youngster 
•Are you happy?• The boy replies, ~ not?• It isn't so simple for 
Moraldo. 
Another day and the ftboys• walk aimless~ along the desolate 
beach, kicking pebbles, making foolish comments. Alberto meets his 
sister, a tired looking blonde who is no longer very young. She is 
with the married man with 'Whom she is having an affair. One learns 
that Alberto lives with his mother and sister who supports the family 
by working very hard. Yet he condemns her for her illicit relationship. 
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Leopolda lives with his aunt. He doesn't work either, but fan-
cies himself a writer. However, he retires from the harsher realities 
of a creative life by seeking consolation in an affair with the neigh-
bor's maid. 
Fausto returns from his honeymoon in the big city sporting a 
moustache and sideburns and carrying a portable phonograph and the 
latest hit records. His mother-in-law, an overbearing woman, insists 
that they live with her until Fausto can support Sandra. A job is 
found for Fausto in a store owned by a friend of his father-in-law. 
The shop sells onlY religious articles: gaudy Madonnas, jewel-
encrusted crosses, ornate rosary beads. Fausto is dead~ bored. One 
night when Sandra meets him after work, they go to a film. Sitting 
next to him is a cheaply overdressed, and somewhat sexy woman. When 
she leaves the theater, Fausto makes an excuse to his wife and follows 
the woman to her house. She permits him a kiss but nothing more. 
Returning to the theater, he meets Sandra on the street in tears. 
Fausto acts childishly: when attempting the seduction he had been 
strong and purposeful; now he is full of remorse. He acts sincere 
and prOinis~ to reform. He gathers Sandra in his arms and they go 
home. 
Carnival time comes to the small town. The parade is a m~lange 
of gay midgets, wild maks, and huge floats with great laughing clown 
faces. At the gala masquerade ball, Fausto sees his boss's wife, a 
woman who usually dresses very plain and prim. Tonight she wears a 
strapless gown and looks quite attractive to him. 
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Alberto has dressed as a frivolous woman for the occassion. He 
acts effeminate and dances and drinks excessive~ throughout the night. 
As dawn approaches he is near~ alone on the confetti-strewn dance 
floor; the crepe paper streamers and airless balloons droop sad~ 
around him; and his only companions are the old, disgruntled men who 
are trying to clean up the mess. It is a pitiful sight. Disheveled, 
drunk, Alberto becomes sick and Moraldo takes him home. Moraldo ex-
presses a desire to go to Brazil on a ship--to escape all of this. 
On the street in front of his house, Alberto encounters his sis-
ter who is just leaving home with the man she loves. He expresses 
his scorn at her cheap affair and she sad~ leaves. In their flat 1 
he finds his mother weeping. Still wearing the grotesque~ inappro-
priate dress and female makeup of the previous night, he sinks into 
a chair and begins to cry, too. Final~ 1 in a moment of fierce 1 
heartbreaking bravado, he crys out a world-shaking decision: he'll 
get a job1 
Fausto now has a new interest in his job: the boss's wife. When 
the boss is not looking, he makes a pass at the woman, but she rejects 
him. That evening the boss invites Fausto up to his apartment for a 
drink in honor of his anniversary. Once there, the boss subt~ tells 
Fausto of his love for his wife. He loves her dear~ and she loves 
him. He asks Fausto: "Can you understand that?" Then he fires him. 
In retribution and anger, Fausto persuades Moraldo to help him 
"pull a job• and rob the religious store of a valuable gold statue 
of the Christ child. They drag the heavy statue out to a monastery 
and try unsuccessfully to sell it. In desperation they leave a 
n 
toothless, grinning idiot of a man to guard the statue. At least he 
appreciates it and spends the night lovingly patting the image of 
Christ. 
Moraldo' s father finds out about this and throws both his son 
and son-in-law out of the house. Sandra runs after Fausto and begs 
him to stay with her; they must stay together because, in realit,y, 
they are alone. He agrees to go hame with her. 
The other "ba,rs• are spending the evening at a cheap music hall. 
The night outside is dismal and desolate; everything is shuttered and 
dark; the wind plays an eerie song in the barren streets. Leopoldo, 
the writer, encounters an old actor, Sergio, and tells him of his 
plight. He says that the winter seems to last forever here; the town 
is like a cemetery and suddenlJ, when you awake, your youth has passed. 
Sergio listens sympathetically. He seems to understand. He encourages 
Leopoldo's playwriting and offers to read his scripts. At first 
Leopolda is elated, but the triumph is soon negated when the actor 
proves to be a sexual deviate desiring to foist his perversion onto 
Leopoldo. Disgusted and disillusioned once again, Leopolda goes home. 
A few days later Fausto accompanies the "bqys• to the local 
music hall and is attracted to one of the cheap chorines. He goes 
home with her and they spend the night together. 
Disgusted, Moraldo is waiting for him the next morning. Sandra 
has found out about this and has left home with the baby. Fausto 
realizes the enormity of what he has done and franticallY begins to 
search for her. Imagining suicide, he rushes along the beach. Ironi-
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cally, he meets the woman he had triad to seduce in the movie theater. 
Today she is far more receptive to him, but he barely gives her a glance 
At last he learns that Sandra has gone to his father's house. He 
rushes to her and begs her forgiveness; he promises immediate and en-
during reformation. Blinded by her love for him and her naivete', she 
forgives him once again. 
Moraldo has finally reached the end of his endurance in this 
stifling town. No longer can he rationalize to justify his existence. 
He decides to leave immediately, and on the way to the train station 
that night, once again, he meets the young worker who goes to his job 
so late at night. The boy says, •so finally you're leaving. Well, 
good luck.• In the lonely winter night, Moraldo boards the train to 
the cit,y--to a new world--a new life. 
Fellini has taken the experience of his youth--the boring years 
in a small town--added a mature viev of them and come up with a fresh 
statement of a restless generation. These young men were in their 
early adolescence in the turbulent years of the war. The aftermath 
was bleak and in a small town, deadly. Brought up in a period of 
privation, these wastrels sought only to satisfy the desires which 
had been frustrated. They see no meaning in life other than the 
gluttonous satisfaction of their animal desires: eating, sleeping, 
making love. But Fellini indicates that this is not enough. There 
is more in life than this 1 There must be meaning beyond the animal. 
Only Moraldo escapes. For him, at least, there is hope, a chance 
to discover more profound reasons for living. For the others, there 
is only more frustration and aimlessness. But their sterile existence 
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is of their own making. They could change it if they had the initia-
tive. But it seems unlikely that they will. Fausto will contine to 
deceive his wife with his sexual conquests; Leopoldo will go on living 
in a dream world of artistic renown; Alberto will keep up the forced 
gaiety with which he surrounds and insulates himself from reality. 
It is sad for them. But Fellini doesn't justify them. He sees hope 
in the new generation, the young worker who is more content because 
he faces reality, has a job and takes pride in it. 
In many ways, Vitelloni is a tragic story. Any life that is 
meaningless and wasted is tragic. But Fellini mingles pathos with 
elements of comedy, of satire, of irony. There is no happy or compact 
ending, but at least there is a measure of hope. 
Vitelloni was a great success in Italy and Europe. It received 
many tributes including Rome's Silver Ribbon for best direction, the 
French Critics' Award for the best film of the year, and it was the 
Grand Prize Winner at the Venice Film Festival, Italy's highest criti-
cal award. In a review of the film, TimE#s critic said: 
Fellini sees his people straight and whole, mostly 
warmly and naturally loves them and hates them and 
takes them as they are ••• And in Fellini 1s hands, 
people sometime seam more important than the screen 
has made them appear in years; they seen larger, 
somehow, even the low~est and most hopelessly lost 
among tham.54 
It took Fellini two years to convince investors that the subject 
of Vitelloni was a good one. They felt that it wasn't interesting. 
54"Vitelloni," Contemporary Films Catalog, New York City (1961), 
P• 17 • 
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Even Fellini was surprised at the world-wide appreciation of this film. 
He recalls an experience which afforded him great pleasure and satis-
faction as a director. While in NewYork City, he once attended a 
showing of Vitelloni (released in the United States as The Young and 
the Passionate) in a theater in Harlem • 
••• Those Negroes, who for sure knew nothing of 
the existence of Bimini and Fano, were partici-
pating in the story with an absolutely unique 
synchronization of rec~ion. They followed 
the reythm of my own S@§).bility. They laughed 
when I did, they hushed when they guessed some-
thing important was about to come. I relived 
in that showing the same expe:dence I had when 
I shot it. I felt as if I were playing the or
5
-
5 gan and simultaneously hearing the instrument. 
55Goressio, Show Business Illustrated, p. 39. 
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CHAPTER V 
FELLINI AND LA STRADA 
It took Fellini three years to convince a producer to let him 
make La Strada (The Road), but Fellini had carried the story With 
him for many years before that. Because it is so intimate~ bound 
up with his ideas and convictions, he feels that this story is 
real~ a part of him. After its completion, Fellini continued to 
call La Strada • ••• my baby, the one closest to my heart.•56 Ori-
ginally he conceived the story as one of two people living together 
pQysically but worlds apart, inwardly. Later he decided that they 
should be seen on a long journey to parallel their inner restless-
ness and instability. Fellini chose to portray them as traveling 
performers because this is the world he loves, and their world is 
always a journey.57 
Again the Fellini theme is the inability of people to communi-
cate and understand each other because of their vast separation. 
And yet there is a unity to the human condition in their groping for 
understanding and belonging. Everyone needs someone. 
Gelosimina is a simple girl whose mother describes her as "a 
" little strange." The destitute mother agrees to sell her to Zampano, 
an obtuse, brutal, itinerant stunt man, for 10,000 ..!:!:!:.!• Together 
they travel along the roads and sleep in his dilapidated trailer. 
When they stop in the towns along the way, he performs his one act: 
5~ederico Fellini, "The Prizewinner Nobody Wanted," The New York 
Herald Tribune, (July 15, 1956), Ft. IV, p. 3. 
57Fellini. •A Personal Statement.• Film. P. 8. 
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breaking an iron chain with the muscles of his strong chest. With 
the impassive cruelty of a dog trainer, he teaches Gelosimina a few 
clown acts and lets her assist him in his act. She willingly endures 
his brutality, harshness and sensuality and gives him a simple-minded 
love and devotion. His mistreatment of her does not hurt Gelosimina 
as much as her own oppressive conviction that she is useful to no one. 
She tries to share her childlike wonder at the world with him. But 
he is apathetic and insensitive. When she feebly rebels, he quickly 
subdues her. 
When winter comes, they seek shelter with a small circus. Here 
they encounter Il Matto (the fool), a whimsical acrobat. Unable to 
' stand Zampano•.s pomposity and egocentricity, Matto taunts him and 
provokes him into attacking Matto with a knife. For this, Zampan~ 
is jailed for one night. It is a solitary night of freedom for 
Gelosimina. She and Matto talk together. Gelosimina confides in 
him and tells him of her uselessness. Matto tells her: 
•All in the world serves some purpose ••• even this 
little stone.• 
WWQy?" Gelosimina asks. 
-Because if this little stone is useless, then 
everything is, even the stars. 11 
-what is it useful for?• she inquires. 
"I don't know. If I knew, I would be God. 
He knows everything,• Matto replies. 
Gelosimina begins to have faith in herself; she begins to feel 
that sh~ too, can be useful to someone. In the morning she eagerly 
\ 
awaits Zampano's recognition of her as a person. But, once again, 
she is rebuffed. 
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On a lonely highway 1 Zampan'h meets Mat to and in a fury of revenge, 
unintentionally kills him. Hurriedly, he camouflages the murder as an 
accident. But Gelosimina, who has witnessed all of this, breaks down 
and cannot work. Haunted by his conscience and the girl's plaintive 
crys for Matto, he leaves her a blanket, a bit of money, her beloved 
trumpet, and abandons her on the plateau of a mountain in the winter. 
After a number of years, Zampan~ comes upon a woman who is sing-
ing the haunting meloqy which Gelosimina loved and played on her trum-
pet. He asks the woman if she knew the girl. Yes, she does. Gelo-
simina had been found on the seashore and brought to the woman's 
house. She had taken care of Gelosimina until her death. 
That night Zampano drinks too much and gets in a bar brawl. His 
nose and eyes are bloodied and he staggers out crying, "I want to be 
alone." He is alone. On the nearby beach he is overcome by loneli-
ness and perhaps conscience. In agony he falls onto the sand and 
sobs to the empty night. 
In La Strada, Fellini has created a film which speaks a universal 
language. It explores emotions which every man experiences. Zampano 
is the personification of man's worst characteristics. Yet even he 
feels loneliness at the end. Gelosimina, in her simple-minded in~ 
tellect, represents the virtues of man, innocent and uncorrupted. 
Together they portray two people who found some relief from their 
solitary existences, from the great alienation each feels. But their 
is deep sadness for the barriers which divide them. They never touch; 
their sensitivities never join. So Zampan~ is incapable of recognizing 
the delightfulness of Gelosimina's encounter with the world. His 
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brutal character isolates him; it precludes all the human wamth and 
understanding Which they could share. 
Gelosimina is an outcast from society. Even her mother does not 
appreciate the qualities which she possesses. Throughout her life 
her insignificance has been revealed to her again and again. But 
Gelosimina is not insignificant, because she has the capacity to give 
love and pleasure to everyone she encounters. Her nature shields 
her from the human sins of errvy, spite, greed, dishonesty, and hate. 
She knows only love, kindness, sympathy, and warmth; she finds joy 
and beauty in the most simple experiences. She views the world as a 
child without the ruinous realities of sophiSicated adulthood. When 
Matto relates the parable of the stone, he gives her a cherished gift. 
How simple is her sole desire: to be useful; to serve some purpose 
in life1 
Everything in the film is dedicated to revealing the nature of 
the characters and their world. Instead of being a filmic version 
of a dramatic plot, there are a series of episodes added one to the 
other like an accumulation of events. Because of this the film ac-
quires two important characteristics: unpredictability and spontane-
ity.58 
Besides being ~sodic, the structure of the film is "loos~• open, 
receptive to adventitious elements and happenings. For example, dur-
ing a country wedding, Gelosimina :ie asked to go in and cheer up an 
58Edouard de Laurot, "La Strada - The Roa.Q. To Saintly Folly,• 
Film Culture, II, No. 1 (1956), P• 12. 
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apathetic, sick boy who is confined to a dark room. She brings him 
a great deal of pleasure. But soon she is returned to her former 
' situation of being dependent on Zampano. Though the scene didn't 
advance the action, it served a thematic function by showing Gelo-
simi.na' s generous nature, her kindness, her pleasure in bringing joy 
to othe&59 
There is a surrealistic quality to the film. The fluidity be-
tween the real and the poetically real is enhanced by the ambiguity 
which Fellini sustains throughout the film. Unobtrusively the 
characters are removed from their contexts in life. For example, 
when Gelosimina asks Zampano where he is from, he answers, •From my 
part of the country.• When she asks where he was born, he replies, 
"In my father's house.• All that we can deduce from Gelosimina 1s 
background is that she is poor; of Matto, we only learn that he is 
a gypsy's son. 60 
The settings are not mere~ a framework for the action: they 
become a part of it. The backgrounds to the characters' nomadic 
existence are vacant lots, terrains vagues, the peripheries of towns, 
the desolate no-man's land of dunes enveloped in vapor,y spray between 
the highway and the sea. The characters live close to the forces of 
nature. And all of it, the settings and backgrounds, increase their 
sense of solitude, alienation and melancholY. 61 
59Ibid., de Laurot, p. 12. 
6oibid. 
de Laurot, pp. 13-14. 
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The w~ Fellini created and directed his characters further en-
hance the poetic and nondramatic conception of La Strada. They do 
not seem to be bound by any plot and one feels that they might at 
any time spontaneously tum against the unfolding situations. More 
' than characters, Zampano, Gelosimina and Matto are persons. Fellini 
seems to have given them the freedom to interpret their parts out of 
the most intimate depths of their inner selves. 
One .cannot do on without paying special tribute to the perform-
ance of Giulietta Masina. She and Gelosimina are one. An inner 
self was revealed by her most secret idiosyncracies and secretive 
gestures: the wonderment and pathos of her face; her plaintive 
whining; her irreplacable childish grimaces. "More than acting, it 
was an act of confession without which the meaning and motivation of 
her prescribed actions could not be disclosed.62 
film: 
Fellini again admits the autobiographical influence on this 
To shape a film always means creating an equili-
brium between an idea and the incidents which 
reality affords us. So, in the case of La Strada, 
it was a question of combining a moral idea W1th 
a personal impression, such as the terrors of my 
childhood, my complexes and certain experiences 
of a moral nature. To this has been added the 
climate of the film, as I have experienced it 
during my two years of wandering all over ltaly. 
Truth and reality must never be neglected. 3 
In 1954, La Strada won just about every film award in Italy. 
In the United States it won an acade~ Award as the best foreign 
63-Fellini, •A Personal Statement,• Film, p. 9. 
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film of the year, the New York Film Critics' Award, and the Screen 
Directors' Guild Award for the best direction of a foreign film. 
It was the greatest critical and financial success in Europe that 
year. In Moscow, it payed at five different theaters for two years 
and was hailed as, "one of the most progressive films ever made." 
Described as, •deriving a vicarious kick out of saying no to fabulous 
financial offers,• Fellini refused to make a sequel to La Strada, re-
fused an American offer to patent Gelosimina dolls, and firmly re-. 
fused a Walt Disney offer to turn her into an animated cartoon. 
•Gelosimina said all that she had to say and she died, • Fellini 
states.64 
Fellini measures his success in a more original way. The film 1 s 
meaning was simple: everybody has a purpose in the universe and 
' everyone, even the brute, Zampano needs someone to love. Fellini 
appreciates the awards and critical acclaim, but he seems to be most 
proud of the thousand letters which Giulietta received from all over 
the world. Women whose husbands had deserted them, husbands whom 
they hadn't seen for years, came home after seeing La Strada. Letters 
came from cripples, invalids, paralytics who had felt so useless be-
fore having seen the film. More than anything else, this is Fellini's 
reward.65 
64Geoffrey Bocca, 8 The Roman Orgy of Movie 1-iaking, n Cosmopolitan, 
CLI, No. 5 (November, 1961), P• 50. 
65Bluestone, Film Culture, p. 21. 
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CHAPI'ER VI 
FELLIN! AND LE NOTTI DI C.ABIRIA 
One morning while shooting some scenes for Il Bidone on the 
outskirts of Rome, FeLlini laid same equipment in front of the door 
of a small house. The occupant of the house came out and was furi-
ous at this intrusion. Fellini was attracted by her hard cover of 
anger which seemed to shield a terribly lonely pride. That noon 
he left a lunch basket on her doorstep and shortly after, the girl 
crept out and ate it. As the days passed, she seemed to come 
closer and closer, like a little animal, to talk to Fellini. He 
learned that Wanda was a prostitute. And he was fascinated by her 
obvious desire and equally obvious inability to make contact with 
other people. The theme grew in Fellini 1s mind and he began to 
study the prostitutes of Rome, discovering in personal terms their 
existence: their men, their problems. He found these women were 
pathetically hungry for human relationships.66 He found that m~ 
of their stories had similar backgrounds: they were girls from the 
provinces who had come to Rome to seek their fortunes. But because 
of same misfortune, trick of circumstance or other reason, they had 
been swallowed up by the festering shadow world of the big city. In 
this environment, they had been forced to live as they could, by 
selling their bodies. Fellini sought to understand these girls. He 
66Arthur Knight, "Noblest Roman of Them All," Saturday Review, 
XL {November 9, 1957), p. 28. 
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saw them as human beings with human failures and dreams and hopes. 
They were not criminals or beasts or pariahs, but people searching 
for warmth, sympathy, love, and receiving only condemnation. From 
all these thoughts and observations, the character of Cabiria was 
born. 
The film begins with a long shot of two figures running hand 
and hand over a bleak landscape toward the river. At the edge of 
the water, Cabiria turns to her lover gaily swinging her drawstring 
pocketbook in ever-widening arcs. Suddenly he grabs her purse with 
all her money and unceremoniously throws her into the water. Fortun-
ately, some young fellows nearby hear her screams and save her from 
drowning. 
Unable to believe the bitter truth, she lies to herself and 
her friends and explains that she slipped into the water. She re-
turns home, to her pathetically poor little house, and waits for 
her "lover's• return. But it's no good. This self-deception finally 
ends and she burns his clothes and picture as if to burn out her 
memories. Alone once more, Cabiria returns to the only profession 
she knows. 
Cabiria lives in a world of shadows peopled by the unglamourous 
members of Rome 1 s hidden night: dope peddlers, pimps, criminals, 
perverts, and fellow-prostitutes. Sbe is one of them, but she is 
not without imagination. She is alwvs sharing the details of her 
imaginary love affairs with the other wretched women who ply their 
trade beneath the arches of the Via Borghese. They listen with 
amusement to her elaborate tales of handsome, gallant suitors who 
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truly love Cabiria and are going to take her aw~ from all of this. 
Only Wanda, of them all, really cares about her. Cabiria 1s lovely 
stories are rudely interrupted by the beckoning gesture of a pass-
ing truckdriver, a sign that it is time for Cabiria to face reality. 
One night on the Via Veneto, Cabiria witnesses a melodramatic 
scene in front of a high-class nightclub. A stunning blond in a mink 
coat rushes into the street with a tall, handsome man in pursuit. As 
he tries to stop her departure, she turns and slaps him across the 
face and speeds away in a taxi. Unhappy, he returns to the night-
club but spots Cabiria 1s wide, gaping eyes viewing him with awe. 
She has realized that he is a famous movie star and her utter fasci-
nation arrests him. Ironically, he invites her into the suave night-
club. Hitching down her short jacket, straightening her cinch belt, 
patting her disheveled hair, and clutching her ridiculously small 
unbrella, she marches in behind him defiantly. After an awkward few 
minutes, the actor invites her to go home with him, and coyly she 
agrees. Her futile:' attempt at sophistication is quicXI..y thwarted 
when, upon entering his long, sleek convertible, she spots two "higher-
class• prostitutes marching past. She cannot help shouting, "Hey, 
look at me 1 Look who fl~ withl• 
Arriving at the actor's lavish home, Cabiria eyes the butler 
suspiciously, but final~ feleases her umbrella to him. Unaccustomed 
to such things, she slams into a glass door. Bravely she follows 
the actor up the staircase to his magnificent room replete with musi-
cal closets and a round bed. Gradually her awe and charm soften the 
actor. Dinner and champagne are wheeled in on a wagon by the butler. 
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She coaxes the actor into having something to eat and he begins to 
relax. It is a beautiful moment in life. A loud knock on the door 
shatters it all; the blond has returned in tears. What to do with 
Cabiria? The actor pushes her into his bathroom and rushes to let 
the blond in. Via the keyhole, Cabiria witnesses their romantic 
reunion. Next morning she is sprawled out asleep on the cold, hard, 
tile floor. Quietly, the actor lets her out and leads her through 
the bedroom, but for one moment, Cabiria turns and looks wistful~ 
at the sleeping blond. Striving to make the actor see her as a 
human being, Cabiria refuses the money he offers her. Grabbing her 
umbrella, she leaves the house--another dream unfulfilled. 
Embittered and so disillusioned with the state of her life, 
Cabiria accompanies some of her friends to a grotto where religious 
miracles are supposed to take place. Among her acquaintances is an 
old, unsavor.y, crippl~ man who goes there expecting to have the use 
of his legs restored. The scene at the sanctuary seethes with human 
misery: the blind, the defonned, the para~tic, the hopelessly ill. 
On crutches, an stretchers, on knees, they hold candles and chant 
prayers and pleas. Once inside the crowded grotto, Cabiria lifts 
her eyes and sees a statue of the benevolent Madonna. All the reality 
of her life is illuminated before her. Great tears overflow and fall 
onto her cheeks. Overcame by the heightened emotion of the moment, 
Cabiri~too, prays for a miracle: for a new life. 
Leaving the sanctuary, the scene has not changed. The deformed 
are still deformed; the crippled still cannot walk; the blind still 
cannot see; and Cabiria is still the same person she was before. In 
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a hurt, angry gesture, she mocks a pious parade of pilgrims approach-
ing the holy place. But their religious nymms blot out the sound of 
her crys. 
Life, as it is, goes on. One night Cabiria comes upon a small 
movie theater on the fringe of town. She goes inside and sits among 
the rowqy, restless male audience. The vaudeville act that night is 
an.ol~, rather replusive illusionist. He invites members of the 
audience to come on stage and points particularly at Cabiria. She 
refuses at first, but is finally coaxed into it and brashly joins 
him, looking as though she doubted his ability. Almost immediatelY 
he succeeds in hypnotizing her. Regressing to her youth, a new 
Cabiria is revealed. Tnis demure, innocent girl is graceful and 
optimistic. She tells of a beauti.f'ul prince who will co:ille and love 
her. She does a little dance reminicent of spring and a princess' 
world. Even the crude audience is caught by her vulnerability. The 
spell is broken and Cabiria realizes that she has made a spectacle 
of herself, but she doesn't know in what wa:y. The embarrassed audi-
ence laughs, and she flounces out the theater door, mortified and 
angry. 
As she leaves, she is approached by a not-quite-young, sad-look-
ing man carrying a briefcase. The shy gentleman tells her how much 
he appreciated her dance and dreams. How similiar they are to his 
ownl He invites her to have coffee with him at an outdoor cafe. 
Oscar is an accountant, a government clerk, and lone~. He searches 
.for a soul-mate and finds Cabiria to be most sympathetic. He asks 
to see her again and warilY she agrees to meet him at a public place. 
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When they meet, he brings her flowers and candy. Always his conduct 
is above reproach and he treats her with respect. His declaration 
of love is met with mixed emotions by Cabiria. Here is the man, the 
suitor, she has always dreamed of, but what if he should find out 
about her past? However, Oscar is a most exceptional person: he 
doesn't care about or want to know any of her confessions. He only 
wants to love and marry her. 
Cabiria is in a blaze of happiness. Her prayers and dreams have 
come true. She sells her pitiful house and all her belongings. Some-
what nostalgically, she dresses in a new ngoing away11 suit and leaves 
her house with one suitcase and a pocketbook full of lire. Wanda, 
her friend, accompanies her to the bus and they embrace sad~. Poor 
Wanda is left behind in her ugly world; Cabiria is starting a new 
life. 
The sunny terrace of a small hotel is the perfect setting for 
two such lovers as Oscar and Cabiria. They sip drinks as romantic 
music drifts over them. Impulsive~, Cabiria grasps his hand, over-
come by her adoration and love. It is a beautifully tender moment. 
He sugges~they take a walk in the woods. Together they stroll in 
the shade and shadows of the big trees. But he is a little impatient 
when she stops to pick wildflowers; he wants her to see the sunset1 
They come to a cliff from which there is a magnificent panorama 
of the setting sun. Cabiria turns to him happily. But his answering 
look is all wrong. Her small smile fades and a sudden realization 
comes over her. She tb!ows her purse containing all the money on 
the ground for him. "Kill meln she crys. lfPlease kill mel" But the 
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coward cannot. Convulsively, she throws herself to the groun~ and 
thrashes in agonizing sobs. 
A long while passes and it is late at night. Having fallen as-
leep, Cabiria now drags herself up and walks through the woods to the 
road. A group of young, carefree teenagers are also on the road, 
singing, dancing and strumming guitars. They pass her, dance around 
her and serenade her. They smile and greet her. And gradually, 
surprisingly, her tears cease and Cabiria lifts her head. She smiles, 
a wondrous and affirmative smile, and life, once again, may be worth 
living. 
~Nights of Cabiria is a very simple story. Objectively, it de-
scribes five episodes in the life of a poor prostitute. It portrays 
her inability to escape fran this kind of life and the endless de-
feats she encounters in trying to change. It does not romanticize 
her life or indicate that it will ever improve. But Cabiria cannot 
be looked at objectively. Fellini has created a person who, while 
constantly being thrashed by her experiences, still remains indestruc-
tible. Even in her ugly degradation, she is an affirmation of life. 
In the first episode of the film, Cabiria meets defeat at the 
hands of a greedy, evil man. Her love is returned with wretchedness. 
Disillusioned, she returns to life as a proSi tute. Even in her pro-
fession,she is second-rate and without status. But there is some-
thing in the girl's spirit which remains hopeful. She is an incur-
able romantic, and even if there is nothing remotely romantic about 
her existence, she continues to dream, to create fanciful illusions. 
" 
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As a woman, Cabiria is not beautiful or brilliant. As a prosti-
tute, she is not even sexy. She is ver,y short and her clothes serve 
only to minimize her stature. She is given to the most tasteless of 
outfits: zebra-striped blouses, wide cinch belts, a moth-eaten •:tur 
stole,• and grotesquely inappropriate bobby socks. Even when there 
is no rain, she carries a ridiculously tiny umbrella. Her hair is a 
matted bird's nest resulting from too much peroxide. Her eye make-up 
is all wrong and her lipstick too dark and thick. Superficially, 
she is a mess. But there is more to Cabiria. There are her wide, 
expressive eyes which give pleasure by feeling pleasure. There is a 
rapturous smile which illuminates her face. And there are a hundred 
facial expressions, hand gestures, and body movements which reveal her 
every mood. As a prostitute, Cabiria is sadly lacking; but as a 
human being she possesses real beauty. 
Her encounter with the famous actor is probably the best episode 
in the film. Like Cinderella, her momentous encounter wi. th a prince 
has come true. She triumphs over the higher-status prostitutes who 
have scorned her in the past. But fate again makes her victor,y short-
lived. 
The scene at the grotto briefly renews her optimism. But this 
is a sordid spectacle and Cabiria is no fool. With such misery 
around her, how can she continue to believe in miracles1 Through 
Cabiria, Fellini expresses his own distaste for the shoddiness of 
such meaningless debaucher,. He sees the cruelf of exploiting these 
miserable victims by false hope of miracles. Fellini is not anti-
religious here; he is against those things which are anti-human, 
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anti-compassionate in the name of faith or God. It seems that 
Fellini's God is more than a creation of man to supp~ hope for a 
better life in another world. If religion means love of fellow-men, 
tolerance, charity, compassion, kindness and gratitude for life, 
then surely Fellini is a religious man. 
Once more Cabiria is deceived by her need for love. With Oscar, 
she succumbs to another pitfall of the heart. Her defeat is a stun-
ning blow, and for a moment, when she crys for him to kill her, it 
is unendurable. In the last scene, when the spectator feels all the 
pity for her that he possib~ can, she does not exp1oit it. Her 
smile expresses more than a thousand words could say. She has re-
turned to the game of life. Though probably it is not her last de-
feat, there is something within her that lets her keep striving, keep 
affirming the fact that, in the final analysis, life is worth living. 
Fellini has employed many of his familiar trademarks in the film.-
Again he treats the fringe society with new understanding. He uses 
the barren, wet streets to emphasiise the loneliness of man. The low-
ly vaudevillian is again seen. As backgrounds he uses recurring 
landmarks: empty fields, desolate streets set off by solitary travel-
ers, long stretches of countr.y road which seem to lead nowhere. 
He employs unique symbolic touches to reveal character: of the 
few possessions which Cabiria takes on her honeymoon, she chooses 
a picture of her mother, but before packing it, she impulsively kisses 
it. When she enters the neighborhood theater, she asks the ticket 
seller if the show is good. He shrugs indifferent~; her need for 
human contact is so great and so easily rebuffed. There is such irony 
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in Cabiria's desire to pick wildflowers onlY seconds before her world 
is shattered. 
Excellent as she was as Gelosimina, Giulietta Masina living the 
role of Cabiria is a performance that is unapproachable. Every action, 
every reaction, every facial expression, every gesture revealed the 
pathos, the charm, the comedy, the tragedy of the woman. While prais-
ing the abilit,y of this actress, it has been said, "She is only as 
good as Fellini.•67 This is hard, almost impossible, to believe. It 
does not seem feasible that anyone could extract such a performance 
from another individual unless most of the basic qualities, acting 
abilities and understanding of the character were already present. 
If, however, this is true, that Masina is only as good as Fellini, 
then the genius of the man begs description. 
67Interview with DeVecchi. 
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CHAPTER VII 
FELLIN! AND LA DOWE VITA 
William Weaver, a writer for Nation, tells of an interesting in-
cident which followed the opening of La Dolce Vita in ItalY• 
One evening last month, as the film director Federico 
Fellini was coming out of the theater where his new 
picture ••• had just had its premiere, an elegantly 
dressed man stepped from the crowd and shouted at 
him: "You are dragging Italy in the mud." With that 
the stranger spat on the director as other shouts 
arose attacking Fellini or defending him. The next 
~ he received sanetbing like four hundred telegrams, 
the majorit,y of which accused him of being a t~iitor, 
a Communist, an atheist or things unprintable.o~ 
La Dolce Vita reveals the •swee1P life as it is lived in Rome. 
Dolce far niente, •sweet life or ease,• is a famous Italian saying, 
and this film attempts to sweep awa:y the sweetness and reveal the 
rotten core. 
Despite his reputation, Fellini did not find it easy to obtain 
the capital to make this film. in 1958, producer Dino DeLaurentiis 
agreed to finance a film based on Fellini's youthful observations of 
the •sick world• of Rome. Fellini began to fashion an up-to-date 
version of a script he had written maqr years before, Moraldo in the 
City. When he presented the final shooting script to DeLaurentiis, 
it was rejected as too chaotic, depressing and realistic. Fellini 
refused to make any of the major changes which DeLaurentiis demanded 
and their collaboration ended. Having commissioned the building of 
68 William Weaver, "Letter From Italy,• Nation, CXC, (March, 
1961), P• 260. 
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sets and having hired actors and actresses, Fellini was left with the 
script and in debt to DeLaurentiis for 71,000,000 ~ ($11$,000).69 
An independent film producer, Guiseppe Amato, was interested in 
taking over the production, but his funds were far short of the re-
quired amount. Final:cy-, .Amato convinced a wealthy Milan industrial-
ist, Angelo Rizzoli, to give Fellini an audience. After reading the 
script, Rizzoli agreed to underwrite the initial budget of 500,000,000 
1!!! ($8001 000), and Fellini was able to begin anew. 
La Dolce Vita is more a series of connected episodes in the life 
of a second-rate joUrnalist than it is a story with any kind of dramat-
ic plot. The film opens on a vast panorama of the Roman countryside. 
A speck in the sky grows larger and one seas that it is a helicopter 
with a large statue of Christ the Laborer swinging beneath it from a 
cable. The shadow of the Christ falls over the city below. Following 
in a second helicopter is Marcello, the journalist and his faithful 
photographer, Paparazzo. They f:q low over the terrace of a modern 
building where bikini-clad girls are sunbathing and listening to jazz 
music on a radio. The helicopter passes low over the terrace and the 
two men shout greetings to the girls. They ask for their telephone 
numbers, but the laughing girls refuse, and the helicopters continue 
on their w~ to the Vatican. 
§9Mario de Vecchi, 11The Sweet Life's Hard Knocks,• Press Release, 
Bill Doll Co., New York City, (1961). 
7°Ibid. 
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That evening Marcello is given a severe tongue-lashing by a sort 
of vice-lord because Marcello is always invading his privacy and tak-
ing pictures of his girl friends. The nightclub they are in is small 
and rich, but the patrons seem indifferent to the masked Siamese 
dancers who are performing. Marcello joins Maddalena, a tall, beauti-
full, aristocratic girl who is leaning against the bar, tired and bored 
by the nightclub. They leave together and go out onto the street. 
Via Veneto--a halt~le of smart nightclubs and open air 
cates, airline offices, and expensive shops, where an 
international cafe society of aristocrats and celebrities, 
millionaires and pederasts, meet to drink: and gossip 
and escape the boredom of themselves. This is Marcello's 
beat, here he spends his night ferreting out the spicy 
tidbits that will be served up--with photographs--to 
the sensation-hungry readers of his tabloid magazine. 
Here the tourists come to gawk, and the photographers 
prowl like jackals, for this is the center of La Dolce 
Vita---The Sweet Life.•71 
Marcello and Maddalena drive away in her expensive convertible, 
and she tells him how bored she is with Roman life. They stop and speak 
with a middle-aged prostitute named Adriana and offer to give her a ride 
home. Adriana, impressed with the car, accepts. When they reach her 
home in a poor housing development, Maddalena invites herself and Mar-
cello in for coffee. Before it can be served, Adriana finds the two 
of them making love in her bedroan.. 
The next morning, Marcello arrives home to find that his mistress, 
Emma, has attempted suicide in his absence. Overcome by fear and re-
morse, he rushes her to the hospital. She is saved, but he realizes 
that it was his fault that she tried to take her life. 
7~ Dolce Vita, (New York City: Ballantine Books, 1961)1 p. 11. 
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With Emma out of danger, he leaves immediately for the airport 
on an assignment to meet Sylvia Rank, a voluptuous Hollywood movie 
actress. All the vulture-like photographers are out in force to 
meet her, and she smiles and poses for them. In her hotel suite she 
is interviewed by reporters and answers their inane questions with 
equally inane answers. That evening Marcello attends a wild party 
in the ruins of Caracalla to honor Sylvia. One of the men insults 
her and she runs away pursued by Marcello. He gives her a ride and 
they end up near the fountains of Trevi. She finds a kitten and like 
a child becomes enchanted with it. As dawn lightens the city, Sylvia 
and Marcello are seen in the center of ~he Trevi fountain fully 
clothed. 
Marcello is sitting at an outdoor cafe when he sees a friend 
enter a church across the way. He fol.lows him and meets Steiner, a 
tall, handscme man carrying a Sanskrit grammar. Steiner asks Mar-
cello about his work--about the book he's supposed to be writing. 
It is painful for Marcello to answer Steiner's questions about his 
work. Steiner asks the priest if he can play the organ and is given 
permission. He plays a Bach fugue. 
Marcello's next assignment is to cover the story of a miracle 
in the suburbs of Rome. Two children are said to have seen a vision 
of the Madonna. He takes Emma and Paparozzo w.i th him. 
A huge crowd has gathered, devout pilgrims, invalids 
seeking a miraculous cure, the idle curious. T. V. 
technicians are laying out cables, reporters and 
newsreel men are at work. One man is driving stakes 
for a tent, another climbs the chickenwire fence 
around the police station to catch a view of the 
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children who have reportedly seen the Madonna.72 
It seams that the children are being bald in the police station 
for their ow protection. Emotions run high at such a time. Photo-
graphers are spending their time getting shots of the children 1 s 
mother, father, and grandfather. Marcello speaks to a young priest 
who abhors the proceedings. He does not believe that the children 
are acting in good faith • ••• because a person who has seen the Madonna 
has an altogether different look in his eyes, and does not try to make 
a profit on the vision.•73 
Throughout . the day Emma grows more angry and outraged at the 
newsmen and photographers who are exploiting these poor believers. 
A T. V. director shouts to the crowd, "Louder 1 And you down there, 
why don't you ask for a miracle? All of you should be imploring, 
imploringt•74 
Later that evening, when all the T. V. and movie equipment are 
working, the children are brought into the chaotic field. They kneel 
in front of the little tree and just as a terrific rainstorm begins, 
they pretend to see the Madonna. The crowd grows even wilder as they 
seek cover. The children run here and there pointing to invisible 
madonnas. The crowd goes mad trying to follow them in this gigantic 
hoax. Finally, the children cry that the Madonna has said that she 
72Ibid., La Dolce Vita, p. 92. 
73Ibid., P• 99. 
74Ibid., P• 102. 
will never appear again if they do not build a church on this sight. 
Everyone rushes to the tiny tree. A powerful woman takes the tree in 
her hand and twists its branches. A fight develops as everyone grasps 
at it, and the tree is torn up and trampled. 
Hurriedly, everyone leaves the rain-soaked field. In cars and on 
foot, they crush one another to get away. Only one old woman remains, 
lzy'sterical with grief. In the impassioned night, her husband has died. 
The next evening, Marcello and Emma arrive at Steiner's house 
for a party. Mrs. Steiner welcomes them to this small gathering of 
intellectuals--writers, artists, poets, musicians. This is a new en-
vironment for Marcello, one of quality and art, and he admires it. 
His two beautiful children appear and J!Dma feels envy at this full 
life. Both she and Marcello appreciate this island of sanity and 
stability in their otherwise unsettled lives. Yet, even Steiner 
seems to be not quite a happy man. 
On a quiet, fresh morning, Marcello is doing some writing at an 
open restaurant by the sea. 
works there, and they talk. 
He encounters a teenage girl, Paola, who 
He admires the wholesome beauty of this 
youngster who is so different from the other people in his life. 
That evening he finds his father waiting for him with Paparazzo 
on the Via Veneto. They go to a rather cheap nightclub where the 
father admires one of the dancing girls, Fanny. She comes to sit at 
their table and the father is most gallant to her. Later that even-
ing the father accompanies her to her apartment, and Iviarcello is to 
follow. 
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By the time Marcello arrives, the girl is distraught. His father 
has had a slight heart attack. Marcello rushes to him and finds his 
father sitting before an open w~dow, detached and silent. The father 
insists that he must take the ear~ train home despite Marcello's im-
ploring him to stay. The father and son embrace as the father leaves 
in a taxi. Futilely, Marcello runs along beside it for a moment. But 
it leaves ~behind in the street, alone. 
That night Marcello is invited to a party at a castle owned by an 
old, wealthy, noble fami~. The people he encounters there include 
aristocrats, perverts, young sophisticates, foreign dilettantes, govern-
ment figures, and a melange of characters in search of new excitement. 
Maddalena is there and she seats Marcello in the center of a large 
room and leaves him. She goes into a corridor and sits beside a shell 
fountain. When she speaks into it the sound carries so that Marcello 
can hear her very clear~. She tells him she loves him. For a manent 
this love~ girl seems the answer to everything. He tells her be loves 
her and wants to marry her. But while she is listening, a handsome 
young man appears and takes Maddalena in his arms. She no longer hears 
the imploring voice of Marcello. 
The other guests and Marcello continue the night of revelry by 
crossing the castle's gardens and going to explore an old, abandoned 
villa. They creep inside the cobweb-infested, creaking edifice and 
call drunkenly to each other. Through the dust and~cay, lit only by 
the Candelabras they are carr.ying, the guests make their way up the old 
staircase. In one roan a group carries on a seance. Nearby, in the 
darkness, one of the women takes Marcello's hand and presses him to 
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make love to her. 
As the guests return in the ear~ morning, they encounter the 
figures of the old owners of the castle and their priest on the Waf 
to mass in the chapel. 
The next evening Emma, more jealous and demanding than ever, tries 
to make Marcello realize that hia only salvation lies in returning her 
love. They quarrel violent~ and he leaves her on a country road. But 
he returns for her, and they end up making love. 
An early morning telephone call instructs Marcello to cover a 
double murder and suicide. He is shocked to find that Steiner has 
killed himself and his two children. The world that Marcello aspired 
to is completely shattered. He offers to meet Steiner's wife and in-
form her of the disaster. Unaware of what has happened, she is sur-
prised at the attention of the photographers who mercilessly take her 
picture before she learns of the tragedy. 
That night Marcello attends a party at a rich villa by the sea. 
Nadia, the hostess, is celebrating the annulment of her marriage and 
the beginning of a new affair. Her guests are a weird lot: two 
middle-aged, paunchy lawyers; a lesbian dancer,and her blonde compan-
ion; a slim, sinister man oblivious to everything; two transvestite 
homosexuals; a nightclub singer; a Negro dancer and his white girl 
friend; a matinee idol; a beautiful German girl; a muscle king; and 
others who would scarcely speak to each other in their daily lives. 
But now it is night, and boredom and sex have brought them toaether.75 
75Ibid., La Dolce Vita, p. 236. 
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Drunkenly, they cavort and joke and make fun of each other. 
When they become bored, Nadia offers to do a strip tease. Ignoring 
her lover's protests, she removes her clothes and raises her guests 
to a new level of sexualit,y. The return of Nadia's ex-husband breaks 
up this part of the orgy. 
But the wild night continues. Marcello insults some of the per-
verts and degrades one of the starlets. He throws a pitcher of water 
at one of the girls and tears open a pillow, scattering the feathers 
all over the room. 
At dawn, the wear,y guests move out onto the beach where some 
fishermen are hauling in their net. The party-goers walk to the edge 
of the water to see more clearly. In the net is a huge, dead, flabby 
fish. The fish is on its back and the men struggle to turn it over. 
Finally, they flop it over on its belly and the revelers see the 
strange, bloated monster which stares back at them with dead, accusing 
eyes. Fascinated and revolted by the loathsome monster, they stand 
together a moment in silence. 
Marcello wanders away for a moment and is attracted by the sounds 
of children playing on the beach across an inlet. Someone is calling 
to him, and he recognizes Paola, the young girl he once met at the 
restaurant. She waves and shouts something to him. But the surf is 
loud and the sound is muffled by the sea. Her voice cannot reach 
him, and he does not understand her. She calls again, but he raises 
his hand in despair. It is impossible. He cannot hear her. His 
friends call him and Marcello turns to them and leaves. But, for a 
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second, he turns back. Paola is still there. She is smiling. And 
she continues to smile as he moves farther and farther aw~. 
Thousands and thousands of words have been written about La Dolce 
Vita. It has been praised to the heavens and denounced to the devil. 
But, before judging the film, either as a work of art or a moral state-
ment, before discussing what others have said, it is necessary to 
analyze the film in terms of what Felllni was probably trying to say. 
La Dolce Vita is primarily a statement about a new kind of pro-
fessional man and the environment which creates and sustains him in 
this modern world. Marcello is a publicity man, a creature existing 
on the fringe of the celebrity world created by the mass communications. 
Professionally, his status is not very high. His "meat" is anything 
sensational, startling, tragic, or uniquely stirring. He is the man 
behind the tabloids, the emotion-filled world of yellow journalism 
on which the discontented populous lives vicariously. His world is 
peopled by movie stars, television personalities, perverts; and un-
fortunate individuals who, through some circumstance, have committed 
extraordinary crimes. Also involved are members of cafe and interna-
tional society whose names and faces are recognizable and, therefore, 
newsworthy. It is a decadent and sad world without norms or standards. 
But Marcello is not yet completely a part. Fellini describes him as 
• ••• neither good nor bad, neither moral nor immoral, half innocent 
and half sinful.•76 He is a weak man but not without conscience. 
76Neville, New York TimEB Magazine, p. 17. 
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In the pursuit of his career, he seems ruthlessly insensitive, but 
when his mistress tries to commit suicide, when his father comes to 
town, and in other instances, he reveals a certain amount of warmth, 
fear, concern, and even pathos. He recognizes his limitations as a 
writer. He strives for something more professional and aspires to 
writing a book. He realizes Steiner's qualities and admires the man. 
Both his own weaknesses and the circumstances of life inhibit his 
reforming or changing his pattern of living. Instead of growing as a 
human being as the film progresses, he succumbs to his place in the 
world and at the end, is hopelessly lost. 
From the very title of the film, Fellini has brought relentless 
irony and biting satire to his subject. Over the holy city of Rome 
flys the statue of Christ. But what does it fly above? It shadows 
a bevy of bikini-clad sun worshippers. The occupants of the heli-
copters are more interested in the sexuality of the girls below than 
the meaning of their cargo. 
Maddalena personifies the decadence of the most aristocratic 
members of Roman society. She is beautiful, wealtey, intelligent and 
yet is lost in a world of excessiveness. She is the poor-little 
rich-girl who has had all of life's materialistic pleasures and is 
well on the road to exhausting its sensual ones. She has lost the 
capacity for simple enjoyment. She is what most girls aspire to be. 
Yet her discontent has become a sickness. In the nightclub, she 
barely glances at the performers; she rufuses Marcel::k>1s offer of a 
dance or drink. He cannot understand her situation. Marcello feels 
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that since she has money, she can do anything. He, like many people, 
sees wealth as the end to one 1s aspirations. But she has always had 
this end and cannot find anything else to aspire to. When they en-
counter the prostitute, Adriana, Maddalena "gets a kick• out of giv-
ing her a ride in her convertible. She questions the prostitute about 
her profession, coldly, analytically. Marcello is embarrassed and 
afraid that she will hurt Adriana's feelings. Maddalena is stimulated 
by the home of the prostitute; she picks up her cheap possessions and 
examines them with brittle curiosity. In the prostitute's bed she 
makes love to Marcello. This setting is new and momentariq exciting. 
In the morning she pays Adriana some money and leaves. It was not a 
meaningful experience, just another one to be added to all the rest. 
Emma is a different sort of gilL Not wealt~, but equally beauti-
ful, she is a creature consumed by her passion for Marcello. He is 
her whole world, and when he does not return her ardor, this world 
falls apart. Despondent with jealousy and the fear of losing him, 
she attempts suicide, but it' is doubtful that she intended to die in 
the process. She sought to frighten :rviarcello, to make him aware of r 
the depth of her love, and to bind him to her even tighter. Doubt-
lessly, Marcello is fond of her, but he is not a man who can be held 
permanently by one woman. He finds her possessiveness stifling and 
resents her clutching, grasping, greedy passion. But when he finds 
her almost dead, he is filled with remorse. All his former resent-
ments are swept away by his worry and love. After all he is not a 
bad person and he realizes the motives for her act. He would not 
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want to feel responsible for the death of this beautiful girl and he 
needs her. 
The band of photographers who rush to the airport to meet the 
American movie star are another phenomenom of this contemporary, 
cosmopolitan world. Collectively called "paparazzi," Italian slang 
for noxious insects, they compose a small army of ruthless, reckless 
boys who prowl the celebrity haunts of Rome on motor scooters. With-
out morals or inhibitions, they invade the privacy and personal lives 
of big-name people or individuals involved in sensational news events. 
They live by their wits and engage in fierce competitiveness for the 
most lurid, the most sensational pictures. Without pity, shame or 
compassion, they stalk their pre,y mercilessly and are devoted to one 
cause: getting the best pictures to sell to Italian and international 
tabloids. Without any status in the profession, they are scorned by 
respectable journalists and intelligent citizens, but their pictures 
sell and that is the sole objective with which they are concerned. 
Fellini focused a cinematic microscope on their methods and behavior 
and treated them as pitilessly as they deserved to be treated. 
Syl~ Rank, the American movie star, was played by Anita Ekberg, 
a woman who embodies this image in her real life. Beautiful and 
voluptuous, she symbolizes the extravagance of all that is attributed 
to the role of an American movie queen. 
Fellini manages to turn her into a travesty of her-
self and all her kind, and at the same time 1 to 
bring out her essential innocence. She seems to have 
no idea of the effect her abundant flesh has on 
people, but like a child, glories in the admiration 
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the world and the gawking, clawing, falsifying 
press have heaped upon her. She is more inter-
ested in barking dogs and a hungry little kitten 
than in Marcello 1 s frustrated desires; and for __ 
her, the soutane and prelate's hat in which she 
appears in St. Peter's, are worn rather as a gesture 
of reverence. Her dip in the Trevi fountain and 
her 'baptism' of Marcello there, is undergone with 
the unreflective delight of a thoughtless child. 
For Marcello, in his fascination, she is all women--
mother, daughter, sister, wife, mistress, the 
hearth itself; for us looking on, she is a rather 
charming but pathetically spoiled, misinformed and 
overgrown young girl.77 
Like Maddalena, Sylvia is a woman who has had too much in life. 
During the d~, she is a well-behaved puppet of the press agents. 
Alone at night, she is discontent and searching for something mean-
ing!ul. Fellini has been kind to this product of mass adoration. 
He has not dismissed her with superficial scorn. Instead, he has 
treated with compassion her essentially lonely state beneath the 
layers of artificiality. She is not as intelligent or invulnerable 
as Maddalena. We sense a background of less affluence and world~ 
experience about Sylvia. The forces that surround her are predatory 
and motivated by self-interest and personal gain. Unlike Maddalena 
who might be able to survive, if the superficial qualities which exalt 
Sylvia are ever removed--if her beauty were ever lost--the girl would 
be totally destroyed and tragically alone. 
The scene at the field of the miracle is reminiscent of the one 
at the grotto in Le Notti Di Cabiria. But here, all the manifestations 
77Peter Harcourt, "La Dolce Vita,• Atlas, (April, 1961), p. 69. 
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of modern mass communications are present to exploit the individuals 
who believe. And Fellini is even more savage in his indictment of 
the human failing of bargaining with God. The entire sequence is a 
harsh condemnation of the practice of exploiting a religious experi-
ence. From the start, the liklihood of a grand deception is obvious. 
The atmosphere is carnival-like. Newsmen, photographers, television 
crews, and radio announcers go about indifferently performing their 
jobs. They are oblivious to the suffering and prayers of the invalids, 
the faithful, the old, and the weak except as enhancement for their 
stories. The •paparazzi• exploit the children's mother, father and 
gcandfather, promising them rewards, and shamelessly invading their 
emotions. Only the young priest is disgusted by the indecent hoax. 
The appearance of the children and their foolish antics, which the 
crowd watch closely and seem to believe, only increases the ludicrous 
nature of the event. The driving rain and the chaos which ensues re-
veals the utter and ultimate lunacy of the situation. Perhaps the 
saddest and most profound moment in the film is the savage attack of 
the crowd on the little tree. Believing it to be a holy object, they 
tear it to shreds attempting to get a piece. More than all the rest, 
this is a sacrilegious act. The destruction of this small wisp of 
life is the most brutal sin which these so-called believers could 
possibly commit. It symbolizes the selfishness which man is capable 
of in the name of religion. 
Steiner is a complex character. He is an intellectual, wealthy, 
and has a beautiful family. He lives well, is a paron of the arts, 
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and seems to have a worth while life • 
• • • As his German name might suggest, Steiner 
is the modern deracine eclectic, the man with 
on~ intellectual allegiance. He is a dilet-
tante, as he himself says •too serious to be an 
amateur and not serious enough to be a pro-
fessional.• He remains outside experience, un-
attached, and strives to bring to life the 
order and clarity of a work of art. In his 
self-created isolation, he draws what susten-
ance he can from the culture of all nations and 
epochs ••• 
For Steiner, life has meaning only if he can 
contemplate it as a work of art. Even natural 
sounds, the roar of the wind and sea, are re-
corded on tape and listened to like music; and 
his delight in his daughter is large~ the de-
light he takes in her fondness for words, in her 
ow.n instinctive gifts as a poet. For Steiner, real 
life is apparent~ too m~ch, and he tries, through 
art, to find an escape.7~ 
Marcello is moved by the world Steiner seems to inhabit; he con-
fesses to Steiner that he should change his environment, that in his 
present aate he is wasting his time. He feels that all his ambition 
is lost. Steiner does not delude Marcello. He, too, is in a world 
full of discontent and he realizes his inability to create seriouslY 
or do anything of importance. But Marcello does not ·want to believe 
Steiner's critical self-judgment. 
The act which Steiner commits against himself and his children 
cannot be fully understood. One can only guess at the motivation 
behind such action. He is a man couched against the realities of the 
world but too deeply introspective to be divorced from them. Like 
Maddalena, he has too much in life but no purpose. He fears the ver.y 
peace which surrounds his life. He contemplates the future of his 
7Bibid., Harcourt, p. 69. 
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children with trepidation. He says, •They s~ the world of the future 
will be wonderful. But what does that mean? It onlY needs the ges-
ture of a madman to destroy everything •••• u79 Steiner cannot find 
salvation in art. He is unable to face reality. And so he solves 
his dilemma in the onq way he can: by destroying himself. Through 
Steiner, Fellini shocks us into seeing that is is not through art or 
the abstraction of the intellect that salvation is to be found. 
The first orgy at the castle thoroughlY shows the depths to 
which the old aristocracy has sunk. Marcello feels no sense of in-
feriority with these people; they are not above him morally or in-
tellectually. Fellini makes their night of drunken gaiety rather 
sad. Like the Vitelloni, they seem to have no meaning to their ex-
istence. Different as all the characters are, they seem to lose their 
identity in their common boredom and aimlessness. 
The meeting with his father casts Marcello in a new light. At 
once his cynicism and sophistication are gone and he is like an 
obedient little bqy. The father is a large, sympathetic man, full 
of good humor. He berates his son for not having written, for having 
worried his mother. Marcello is remorseful. The father sees Mar-
cello's world with innocent eyes and is impressed with the Via Veneto. 
Whenever the conversation becomes too personal, Marcello steers it 
into generalities. Actual~ they have little to say to each other, 
though neither admits it. Finalq, they go to a cheap nightclub and 
Marcello admires his father's gallantry with the young woman. He 
reveals a little of his life as a child: his father travelled a great 
79La Dolce Vita, P• 136. 
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deal and saw him infrequent~. Marcello's old feeling of awe and 
respect for the older man has endured. 
Marcello is a little fearful of the dignity of the man who has 
brushed death so close~. In desperate sincerity, he implores the 
old man to stay another day. Perhaps if he did, father and son 
could achieve a new closeness, an understanding. But the father 
refuses; he insists on leaving. One feels great sympatqy for Mar-
cello at this moment. It is the sadness for a son who has never 
really known his father and probab~ never will. Marcello realizes 
that his father will probab~ not live long and his regret is for 
the loss of what they might have shared. 
Steiner's death is a tragic blow to Marcello. This was the 
man he wanted to emulate. More than anything else, the destruction 
of this man points the course of Marcello's future life. 
Marcello attends the last orgy with complete abandon. Whereas 
previously he had retained a modicum of dignity, he now appears 
to be the most furiously desperate for excitement. His capitulation 
to the forces around him is now complete. 
When he sees the little girl, Paola, it is symbolic and mean-
ingful that he cannot hear her. He has become so much a part of 
this decadence that he has lost all ability to view from above, to 
acknowledge a cleaner existence. But Paola, for Fellini and the 
audience, is at least a vestige of hope. Like the young worker in 
I Vitelloni, she is the new generation and about her there is a 
freshness and innocence that has not yet been touched. Here, at 
last, is a symbol of real sweetness. 
I 
' 
I 
In many w~s Fellini 1s life is the source of subject matter for 
this· film. Marcello might well be the mature Moraldo who left his 
small town for the excitement of the city in Vitelloni. The experi-
ences which Fellini had upon coming to Rome probably set the back-
ground for La Dolce Vita. As a film director, he doubtlessly en-
counters many of the types who people his film. But he s~s that 
La Dolce Vita is not mere~ a chronicle of the city of Rome. 
Although Rome is the setting, it is only because 
that is the city I know and love best. We in-
tended to reach out far beyond Rome and its en-
virons and 1~ bare a world that was becoming 
morally feeble, equivocal, and even sinister. 
The locale made little difference. I believe 
that the same situation exists in Banlcok and 
Bombay, Manila and Moscow, London and New York. 
Newspapers all over the world, in every language, 
report daily incidents similar to Dolce Vita 
sequences. Same are worse, others appear less 
sensational in form, but they all point to a 
general weakening of moral standards. That 
is WQy we chose to document La Dolce Vita in 
the form of a cinematic tabloid newspaper and 
made the central character a newspaper report-
er; if this is the manner in which we are in-
formed of what is going on, perhaps, in this 
way we might more strikingly point out the 
necessity of a universal moral inventory. One 
is less inclined to consider or dwell very 
lOng on what he reads, however, one must pause 
long enough to absorb and ponder what he sees.80 
The criticism which followed the release of the film ranges an 
entire spectrum of adjectives. It has divided the opinions of 
churchmen as well as the public. The Roman Catholic Church announced 
a separate classification for this film and observed that " ••• themati-
callY this film is a bitter attack upon the debauchery and degration 
80Federico Fellini, ~olea Is The Word From America," Press 
Release, Bill Doll Co., New York City, (1961). 
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of a hedonistic society of leisure and abundance ••• and this theme 
is animated throughout by a moral spirit.n81 
Roberto Rosselini state, •The night I saw La Dolce Vita was for 
me one of the most sorrowful in ~ life--a night when I saw my dearest 
pupil take a completely mistaken road.w82 
The greater part of the negative criticism came from Italy, 
particularly Rome, where individuals felt personally insulted or 
felt that their countr,y had been insulted. In the United States the 
film was a great commercial success and was lauded by most reviewers 
and publications throughout the nation. 
The Catholic World was quite complimentary to the film: 
In scenes of remarkable directness, Fellini depicts 
selfish act after selfish act, orgy after orgy, the 
complete crumbling of human responsibility. It is 
a tragic picture and a numbing one, but one that 
clearly says, in the depiction of the bewildered 
sinner and the lurid frustration of vice, something 
of the true nature of s1ft--at least sin on the 
level of a natural evil. 3 
The Christian Science Monitor also lauded the film: 
••• Yet because Fellini aims far beyond sensation-
alism, La Dolce Vita merits the critical acclaim 
it has alreaqy earned and the serious notice it 
will continue .to receive ••• Fellini has made a 
81
-Most Discussed Film of the Year,• Press Release, Bill Doll 
Co., New York City, (1961), p. 2. 
82"The Purpose Behind La Dolce Vita," Press Release, Bill Doll 
Co., New York City, (1961). 
8Ja. A. Duprey, 0 Bergman and Fellini," Catholic World, CXCIV, 
(October, 1961), p. 15. 
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film. 
brilliant and disturbinga£ilm--unquestionably 
a cinematic landmark •••• 
Bosley Crowther of the New York Times attempted to analyze the 
• •• Same critics have praised the picture, others 
have condemned it vigorously. Audiences have 
been shocked, bevilde~ed, stimulated, irritated, 
and bored. One reason for its great popularity 
has evidently been its frank and decidedly dis-
agreeable treatment of sex and degeneracy. It 
is no doubt the most controversial of the post-
war Italian films.85 
The Los Angeles Times laude Federico Fellini as a director as 
well as his films. 
Ultimately, at least, La Dolce Vita is a terrifying 
indictment of many immoralities, from the sexual 
to the slothful. But it fascinates even as it 
repels, which brings us back to the two wrongs •••• 
The movie establishes Fellini, maker of I Vitelloni, 
La Strada, and Ni~hts of Cabiria, as one of the 
greats of the medium. There is the same excite-
ments in the discovery, or rediscovery, of his 
manipulation of film that one has come upon 
through the years, from D. W. Griffiths to Orson 
Welles to Fellini's compatriots, DeSica and Rosse-
lini, and perhaps even Sweden's Bergman. He makes 
today's wider screen come alive.86 
The Dallas Morning News responded to the film's negative criti-
cism with a rather terse statement. 
La Dolce Vita has too much substance, breathtaking 
artistry, passion and emotional impact to be dis-
missed as a celluloid strumpet.... In spite of 
84John Beaufort, •Italian Import By Fellini," The Christian 
Science Monitor (Boston), April 20, 1961. 
85Bosley Crowther, •sweet Life In Italy," The New York Times, 1961. 
86-Pbilip K. Scheur, "Vita Monumental Indictment of Sin,• The Los 
.Angeles Times, (July 14, 190I), Pt. I, P• 2. 
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the sexiness, ludicrous~ revealing decolletage 
and shocking candor, there are few violations 
of good taste.tl7 
Max Lerner, writing for The New York Post, found one major flaw 
in the film. 
87 
These are the normless, the poeple without stand-
ards. But Fellini is faced with a problem which 
he has simp~ not solved, and intellectual prob-
lem which is a fatal flaw in what might otherwise 
have been a great picture. How does he know his 
characters are normless unless he has some norms 
by which to judge them? 
A Communist could find norms--those of his pro-
phets from Marx to Khrushchev, who would attri-
bute it all to the decadence of the capitalist 
world. A true Christian would find norms, as 
Augustine did, and Dante and Bunyan. But in 
Fellini1 s picture there is no frame of order 
within which to grasp the nature of the disorder. 
The characters explore and exploit each other 
aimlessly, between disasters which cannot be 
called such except by those who know what joy 
and serenity are. 
No one in the picture-does--not even Steiner, 
who seems at the start to know, and then kills 
his children and himself out of a philosophical 
despair which has nothing to do with the rest 
of the characters. The picture has no reason 
for ending where it does. In its strung-together 
episodes of chaos, it might go on forever--and 
I, for one, would go on watching it, no for any 
meaning but out of sheer delight in the scenes 
of splendid squalor. 
The Talmudic scholars onoe held a great confer-
ence at ~dda, which lasted two and one half 
years, and debated the question, 1ought God 
to have created the world? 1 After seeing La 
Dolce Vita, your reason s~s that the answer 
is no. But your eyes say yes. That may be 
the greatest tribute to be paid to Fellini 
and those who helped him make a picture with 
John Rosenfield, "Dolce Vita Goethe's W~ Turned Sour,• 
The Dallas Morning News, (Ju~ 2, 1961). 
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zest and joy which may be the frame of order 
ever.yone is looking for.88 
The controversy over La Dolce Vita continues. There is no one 
great sentence to summarize the film's merits. Perhaps the on~ state-
ment that can honestly be made about it is that probably no one who 
saw the film has remained indifferent towards it. 
8~ Lerner, "Sweet Life," New York Post, (June 16, 1961). 
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CHAPTER VIII 
FELLINI: A PERSONAL EVALUATION 
Federico Fellini is acknowledged as one of the foremost directors 
in the world today. The number of films which he directed is not very 
great, but their critical success and their impact on the art of the 
cinema has been exceptional~ powerful. In searching for a key to 
their strength, one discovers that the outstanding element about all 
of them is the vast personal dedication of the man to his work. His 
personal convictions and experiences serve as the major basis for 
each story which he conveys cinematical~. He never becomes detached 
from his films until they are canpleted and released. A great deal is 
revealed in Fellini 1 s statement, "My films are my life. n This can mean 
two things. It could mean that they are expressions of his life's ex-
periences. Or it could mean that they are his purpose, the meaning he 
has found for living. Probably this statement incorporates both of 
these definitions: films are a reflection of and meaning for his ex-
istence. 
The personal devotion of an artist to his art has always dis-
tinguished him from a mere craftsman whose work is his trade. This 
becomes evident if one compares the methods of creating a typical 
Hol~ood film to those employed by Fellini. In that industry, the 
standard procedure is for a producer to buy a novel or story from an 
author whose intent was to create a literary text. A screenwriter 
translates this text from literary to cinematic terms. A director 
is hired to take this basical~ impersonal story and interpret it for 
19 
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the screen. The ideas inherent in it may or may not be similar to the 
director's in his personal life. "Stars" with charismatic appeal are 
hired to pl~ the leading roles. Often such 11stars" have certain 
characteristics retained from previous roles or their own personali-
ties which identify their style, and they are likely to retain them 
in any new parts they portr~. When the shooting is over, the footage 
is given to another technician, the editor, to put the sequences to-
gather in a meaningful w~. All these people, the producer, the author, 
the director, the screenwriter, the actors, the editor have contributed 
to the completed film. But each one of them is a separate individual 
with personal ideas, feelings, and experiences. A deep conviction of 
one may completely contradict the belief of another. Compromise is 
the only solution and the total effect is often to lessen the aim or 
theme of the film and maintain the status quo. The producer's purpose 
" 
m~ be to attract the widest possible audience and not offend any one 
group of spectators. The author's goal m~ be to express something 
he feels very strongly about. The screenwriter's aim is to make the 
story visually exciting. The director's purpose is to interpret and 
give the script life. The actors may want to increase their own act-
ing prestige. The editor wants to perfect his technique. All of these 
are positive objectives, bpt they are not necessarily mutually benefi-
cial to the film. Not one of these people can completely identify with 
the film from beginning to end. The result is a motion picture which 
m~ be technically excellent but artistically shallow, impersona~and 
weak. And because films are primarily an art, not a craft, they can 
seldom attain greatness as products of an assembly line. 
i 
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The previous discussion contrasts that method of film making with 
Fellini 1s highly personal technique. Each one of his films reflects 
many things about the man's private life. Luci del Varieta describes 
the experiences he had while travelling with a vaudeville troupe and 
his compassion for this genre of show folk. Lo Sceicco Bianco reflects 
his experiences as a newspaperman, cartoonist and lovelorn columnist. 
I Vitelloni examines life in a small Italian town and the discontent 
of a young man, Moraldo, who may well be Fellini as a youth. Il Bidone 
is the least autobiographical of Fellini's films, and, not surprisingly, 
his least successful one. Still, it is concerned with small town life 
and possibly projects what Fellini's life might have been like had he 
remained in Rimini. La Strada is a portrayal of Fellini's deep con-
viction about the essential loneliness of man. Le Notti di Ctbiria 
shows his interest in and concern for the sad world of social outcasts 
which prostitutes inhabit. La Dolce Vita reflects the world of Rome 
in which Fellini now lives, but even more, all the Romas of the modern 
world. Fellini, himself, must .often come into contact with the publi-
city men, journalists, movie stars, and artists portrayed in the film. 
And so here is a document of his current experiences as well as those 
of his past. 
Federico Fellini is not different from other men. He sees, hears, 
speaks, feels and experiences life just as do other men. He has known 
boredom, loneliness, fear, disappointment, hypocrisy, and rejection, as 
well as the joys of life. He bas known both pain and pleasure. He 
strives, as we all do, for the elusive goal of happiness. But there is 
one element which distinguishes Fellini from other men: his manner ot 
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expression. Fellini speaks when other men are silent. Everyone knows 
loneliness. Fellini brings his knowledge of loneliness to his art. He 
expresses this universal emotion through the characters and individuals 
he presents on the screen. 
Fellini sees a little deeper into life. He recognizes human re-
lationships which are atypical and presents them in an unobtrusive w~, 
but very meaningful. For instance, in I Vitelloni there was a minor 
relationship revealed that was so unimportant to the basic story it 
was not mentioned in the discussion of the film. Fausto's rather 
elder~ father has a young daughter that lives with him. Evident~ 
her mother is dead and she is the •lady of the house. 11 The ten-year-
old girl and her father are seen on~ in two brief scenes. But their 
mannerisms, their relationship with each other has such poignancy, 
that one cannot easi~ forget it. One feels that the little girl must 
have a lone~ life, living alone with her father, keeping house for 
him, not knowing the joy of having a mother to comfort and protect her. 
But it is evident that the fat~er adores the little girl. Without her 
he would be alone in his old age. There is something very tender and 
bittersweet about these two people who have on~ each other. None of 
it is spelled out. But in an indirect way, with a few words, manner-
isms, and attitudes, Fellini has revealed it all. 
Fellini does not use the usual devices of stars, spectacle, spec-
ial effects, or happy endings to draw a large audience. But his films 
do appeal to wide audiences. They appreciate the quality of his films. 
A matron in Minneapolis, a soldier in Algiers, a druggist in Buenos 
Aires, a vendor in New Delhi, a construction worker in Prague, a student 
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in Boston--all these persons can recognize the pain of Cabiria, the 
loneliness of Gelosimina, the discontent of Moraldo. Real art is not 
exclusive. It may be considered great art if it reaches up into the 
excelsior in which the intellectual dwells, but is far greater if it 
can also reach out to the common man in a meaningful way. 
We live in a world which, despite all its new knowledge, has re-
tained many of the evils which have always plagued man. Man has not 
yet been able to communicate with other men in such a way that both 
simply agree that there is nothing in this world so insurmountable 
that it justifies the needless death of other human beings. But the 
struggle for communication between people goes on and is our on~ hope. 
Complete communication between individuals is impossible because of 
the very fact that they are individuals. We can on~ strive for ~ 
complete communication: deeper, more thorough, more meaningful in-
sights between the individuals involved in the process. One w~ this 
might be accomplished is through works of art. In art, the major key 
to meaningfulness between creator and spectator is best described as 
a quality of universality. This quality, which gives artistic crea-
tions such enduring vitality, has been atributed to William Shakes-
peare. Of him it has been said, that although he was not the most ori-
ginal of thinkers, nor the only great English writer, his writings 
have persisted through the ages because he is the most universal of 
all; that is, he can understand and sympathize more than other men. 
Federico Fellini possesses this quality of universalit,r in his 
films. He speaks a language which is not merely international in 
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scope, but cuts across ever,y boundary of social, economic, p~sical, 
and intellectual existence. He has found a way to more complete 
communication among men. Perhaps this is because Federico Fellin!, 
in his own form of art, can understand, sympathize, and love more 
than other men. 
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APPENDIX A. ''::.,...-
LIST OF FELLINI FILM CREDITS 
1940 Avanti C1e Posto Screenpl~ by Fellini 
(Please Move To The Rear) 
1942 Campo dei Fiori Screenpl~ by Fellini 
(Field of Flowers) 
1945 Open City Screenpl~ by Fellini, 
Sergio Amidei and 
Roberto Rosselini 
1946 Pais an Screenpl~ by Fellini, 
Amidei, Rosselini 
and M. Pagliaro 
1947 Crime of Giovanni EpiscoEo Screenpl~ by Fellini 
and Alberto Lattuada 
1947 Senza Pieta Screenpl~ by Fellini, 
(Without Pity) Lattuada and Tulio 
"' 
Pinelli 
1948 Il Mulino del Po Screenpl~ by Fellini 
(The Mill on the Po) and Lattuada 
1949 Francisco Guillare di Dio Screenplay by Fellini 
and Rosselini 
1950 The Miracle Screenpl~ by Fellini 
and Rosselini 
Male lead played by 
Fellini 
1950 Luci del Varieta Screenpl~ by Fellini 
(Lights of Variety) and Lattuada 
Co-directed by Fellini 
and Lattuada 
1951 Europa 51 Screenpl~ by Fellini 
and Rosselini 
1952 Lo Sceicco Bianco Screenpl~ by Fellini 
(The White Shiek) Directed by Fellini 
1953 I Vitelloni Screenpl~ by Fellini 
"' 
(The Wastr(:lls) D~rected by Fellini 
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1954 
1955 
1957 
1960 
1961 
La Strada 
(The Road) 
Il Bidone 
(The Swindler) 
La Notti di Cabiria 
(Nights of Cabiria) 
La Dolce Vita 
(The Sweet Life) 
Episode for Bocaccio 70: 
"The Temptations of Dr. 
Antonio" 
ADDITIONAL CREDITS (YEARS NOT KNOWN): 
. '.,. 
In Nome Della Legge 
The Road To Hope 
La Citta Si Defende 
Screenpl~ by Fellini, 
T. Pinelli 
Directed by Fellini 
Screenplay by Fellini 
Directed by Fellini 
Screenplay by Fellini1 
Pinelli and Ennio 
Flaiano 
Directed by Fellini 
Screenplay by Fellini, 
Pinelli and Flamo 
Directed by Fellini 
Screenpl~ by Fellini 
Directed by Fellini 
Screenplays by Fellini 
and Pietro Germi 
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